LOCAL AFFAIRS.

will be £ reception and entertainment. tha city has not a large land available for
COMING EVENTS.
Thursday an excursion to Bar Harbor is building new roads, tbe municipal officers
ELLSWORTH.
bave asked the Bar Harbor & Union River
MKW AUTKKTlSRMRNtH Till* WEAK. proposed.
Wednesday ahd Thursday, Sept. 25 and
N. P. Ambursen, of Boston, of tho Am* Power to. to bear half of the expense of
Lewi* E Jordan—Caution notice.
26-Annual convention of Maine Underbarsen Hydraulic Construction Co., is in constructing the proposed road, and it is
Bert Spencer—Caution notice.
takers association.
Harry M Conner*, Herbert L Graham—Com- Ellsworth for a few days. Mr. Ambursen expected that the company will be able to
=
ME.
STATE
STREET,
ELLSWORTH,
in
missioners’ notice.
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 28 and
meet the views of the officials. Chief-Enis the inventor of the hollow feature of
L E Treadwell—Carriages for sale.
s;
Comnwnwil hu«lnru M»» l, 1S73.
Reunion of 6th Maine regiment at
H P Hopkins—Watch lost.
the reinforced concrete dam which is gineer Leonard snd the municipal officers 29
J A Haynes—Cash market.
have been in consultation several times Ellsworth.
Pi rat Nat'I Bank—Statement.
being built here.
Staple* Plano A Music Co.
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 and 28—
The annual reunion of the McQown during tbe past week, and details of road
McCarthy A Ward well—Special sale.
and bridge changes, about as outlined in Hancock county teachers' convention at
Banco*. Me:
family wob held at North Ellsworth last
T.ib American last week, have been Ellsworth.
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Thursday. There was a large attendance,
The Doe business college.
COUNT!.
and a doe day was enjoyed. One of those agreed upon.
and
that
date
1,
money
September
deposited
by
Bluest gbrook
Wednesday, Sept. 4
What promises to be a dramatic offeryest quarter begins
famous North Ellsworth dinners was
Home
rate.
Banks
above
furnished
Savings
SCHEDULE OP MAILS
f
t0TI interest at
served in the hall.
ing of nnusnal interest is Jay Hunt’s Sunday school association at Ssd^.. iek.
AT
ELLSWORTH POST-OFFICS.
when desired.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
Dr. George K. Caldwell, of Pittsburg, is latest work, “Hearts of Gold.” The piece
In effect June 10, 1907.
Saturday, Aog. 31—Giles family at Autells simply a charming love story in a
,..M„,inilnm«IHMHllHHHmOTHHIIimWitlHHIHUHIIlllHIIHIIHIIIHffllU7IIIUIie
I spending a vacation of two weeks in
rora.
<7
MAIL* KKCf 1 VEIL
EUawortb. Dr. Caldwell is now veteri- charmingly simple manner. There are, of
Saturday, Aug. 31— Maddocks family at
r*oM west—*6 40, *n as.* m, 4.zoand*6.i2pm. narian inspector in the bureau of animal course, thrills and strong sitnstions, for
I r«oM East—12 24. !L*7 and 11.«7 p at.
indnalry, department of agriculture, and without them a play of this sort could uot Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
MAIL CLOSES AT rOMumoi
exist.
Leander de Cordova spared
is stationed at Pittsburg.
Wednesday, Sept. 4—Wdbur family at
Ootno Kast—6 ami S 4S a a, 4 and MW p m.
neither care nor expense in making an East brook.
D.
Mrs.
A.
with
her
McRae,
little
Got*** ffm-ll.5('a n», *i *5 and *9 p m.
elaborate production, so that scenically as
Wednesday, Sept. 4—Hooper family at
daughter Bertha, who has been spending well as
•Ihillr, 4undays included.
artistically, “Hearts of Gold” bids East Franklin.
No mal>* dispatch* U to or received from the the summer with her
C. H. Grin-
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SELL
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east

-

feet of land situate on south side and at foot of So* street. Northeast
This lot of land la on I he shore mud title given to low.walcr mark.

10

short visit Monday.
Mrs. Sumner W. Foster, of Cambridge,
Mass., is visiting her cousin, Miss Grace
C. King.

Harbor,

stable; contains 30 acres running to
Apply to
C.

W. ft P. L. Mason.

We represent
sixteen of the

.argest and Best American and Foreign Stock
Fire Insurance Companies,
nd

to write

prepared

large lines

on

improved property

at tbe lowest pos.

ble rates.
You can wire orders at oar expense.

Tbe GKO. H. GRANT CoKllsworth wad Bar Harbor Maine.
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Lamoine, and
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dobiod,

is

spena-

days with his parents, Richard

Miss Leavett, of Boston, who has been
the guest of J. Q. Adams and wife, has returned to her home.

centrally located in Ellsworth; two tine properties at
Call and And out
a line property at Southwest Harbor.

about these if you are interested.

la“TSSiSSL****-

a

Haw ices and wife.

SALE.

Three houses

O.

W.

TARLEY,

Miss Eaton, of Boston, is the guest of
Miss Alma F. Silsby at the Richards
homestead on Bridge hill.
Rev. V. F. Hendee, pastor of the Methodist church, with his family, is spending
a abort vacation at Bayside.

Jizu/?U6 Siaxys

Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Whitcomb

early to place your orders with him for
Pickling and Preserving Goods—Tomatoes, Onions,
Vinegar, etc. The very beat way is to tell Haynes right
away just what pickling ingredients you’re going to want, and
how much, and let him fill your order as promptly as possible,
llayues guarantees you shall have choicest of goods under this
plan, and at less-ttian-ordiuary ’’cish down" prices.
Don’t wait; you can’t get into the pickling business any too
quickly now!

are

re-

ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, born last Friday.
Lyman L. Lord, of Boston, is at the
home of bis parents, Capt. 9. L. Lord and
wife, for bis annual vacation.
W. A. Alexander and wife are spending

it isn’t a bit too

Mrs. Alexander’s
brother, Wellington Barbour.
Rev. A. H. Gear, w ife and infant son, of
Holyoke Mass., are spending a few* days
in Ellsworth, with S. J. Morrison.
a

I

week in Foxcroft with

Miss Margaret Monaghan leaves tofew
morrow for Boston for a visit of a
weeks among relatives and friends.

Haynes,Thc

fair, Or land.
Harry Graves and William Sawyer, of
Sept. 25, 26— Fair of North Ellsworth
Lamoine, were arraigned before Judge Farmers’
club, at North Ellsworth.
Peters in the Ellsworth municipal court
Fair of Northern Hancock
Oct. 1, 2
Friday, charged with breaking, entering
and larceny. Harry L. Crabtree appeared Agricultural society at Amherst.
—
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Friday, beginning
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Capt. Bellatty,

American
some

in

a

received this week, corrects
in the press reports of the

errors

first sent oat. There were tw’o men
deck with him at the time, instead of
one, as reported. One man was on the
lookout and one at the wheel. Capt. Belwreck
on

_
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Rockland.
ladies for all the veterans and guests
The family of Capt. N. H. Means met at present. This afternoon there will be a
the old homestead on the Surry road business meeting, and this evening a
to-day lor a family reunion. Dinner was camp-Are to which the public is invited.
I Master Tallant Tubbs, of San Francisco,
served in the orchard.
B. S. Jellison sailed with Capt. M. M. who with his family is spending the sumWhittaker, in schooner Lavolts, from mer at Bar Harbor, was an interested visiSullivan tor Mew York Monday, on a bus- tor in Ellsworth last Monday afternoon.
Master Tubbs takes great interest for a
iness and pleasure trip.
in postoffice affairs, and after
Charles H. Leland, who has been con- youngster
I
Postmaster
familiar
with
fined to the house more than a week past becoming
Fen nelly’s office at Bar Harbor, he
with laryngitis, is now improving. He
thought a visit to Ellsworth would be
We now have the FULL LIST of Edison Records ior you was out to-day for the first time.
! worth while. He was shown over the
Services at the Congregational church office
to select from. Free concert at our Store every afternoon.
here, after which he spent a short
Services at
will be resumed next Sunday.
time looking over the work going on at
attention.
orders
Mail
the Unitarian church and Sunday school the big dam.
given prompt
He left for Bar Harbor on
will not be resumed until Sept. 15.
the 4.30 p. m. train.
Bev. A. J. Lord and family, who have
Miss Julia F. Billington, daughter of
spent the summer vacation with Mrs. F. W. Billington, left last Monday for
Lord’s parents, H. B. Phillips and wife,
Baltimore, Md., w’here to-day she is to be
home in
their
leave to-morrow for
married to Percival K. Halleron. They
ELLS WORTH, ME.
Meriden, Conn.
will go at once to Annapolis, where Mr..
Franklin St.
who
has
the
Porter
spent
Halleron has a government position at the
Paine,
George
W. naval academy.' Miss Billington has been
summer here with his parents, Bev. S.
Sutton and wife, left Sunday for Ripon,
in the law office of L. F. Giles for the past
Wis. Mr. Paine is professor of mathe- eight years. She takes with her to her
matics in Ripon college.
home the best wishes of many
new*
friends. Mr. Halleron is the son of Rev.
Alexander Starkey, Maurice Downey,
Daniel Halleron, of Newark, N. J. He has
Abram Sargent and Vinal F. Hooper atbeen in the naval service for some years,
tended the annual reunion of their regiand has recently been promoted to his
artil1st
Maine
famous
the
heavy
ment,
present position. They go at once to
lery, at Bangor yesterday.
Our business has proved so good that we are conhousekeeping in Annapolis.
(
new lines. Ow latest Is
add
to
forced
stantly
Mrs. F. W. Rollins and Miss Harriet
(
In view of the great desirability of havFresh Meats of which we have all kinds, the
Rollins leave town to-morrow—the former
I
a
around the beaunicest possible.
for a few weeks’ visit in Massachusetts; ing driveway entirely
tiful lake which will be formed when the \
the latter for Shelton, Conn., where she is
is completed, Chief-Engineer
new’ dam
to teach in the high school of that town.
Leonard, on behalf of the Bar Harbor &
to go with the meats. The freshest obtainable
(,
Mrs. Rlias Brookings, of Springfield, Union River Power Co., has’offered to give
ana in great variety.
I) Mass., Mrs. W. H. Gardner and Melvin to the city of Ellsworth the land required
Copeland, of Brewer, and Miss Sarah C. for building a road on the west side of
Redman, of Waltham, Mass., have been the river, from the present Doyle’s bridge
in their season.
recent guests of George A. Parcher and road to connect with Grant street at a
wife.
point just south of the mill of the EllsThe annual convention of the Maine worth Lumber Co.
This, in connection
undertakers' association will be held at with the new* shore road, and the proEllsworth, Wednesday and Thursday, posed new Infant street bridge, will give
Ellsworth.
Odd Fellows Block,
Sept. 25 and 26. The meetings will be at a beautiful drive of about four miles, folManning hall. Wednesday evening there lowing the shore of the new lake. As
way of

(

Miss Lillian Baker, demonstrator for the,
American Frnit Product Co., of Rochester
N. Y., is at J. A. Haynes’ market this week,
demonstrating the virtues of Duff’s Apple
Juice, a non-alcoholic sterilized beverage. It
is a delightful, invigorating drink. The people of Ellsworth are invited to the Haynes
store to sample it.
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This is worth 25c.
The Kalamazoo

Celery

Nerve and Blood

Tonic
guranteed to help anyone suffering from nervousness, neuralgia, rheumatism or dyspepsia.
To introduce it anyone bring-

is

ing in this advertisement
coupon
one

dollar

cents.

as a

will sell a full size

we

for

bottle

75

_

Agt.,

Geo. A. Parcher,

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Save this, you save
25 cents.

! City Lunch Rooms
Meals at all hours.

C. R. CIRONE, Proprietor,
Wanted—1
year r »und.

armer to

farnlah batter all the

Ferns. Tuberous
Summer

Begonias.

Flowering

Ellsworth

Plants.

Greenhouse-

Telephone 43.

I have purchased the business of the old established
grocery store of my father, the late Albert M. Hopkins,
and will continue the business at the same stand. I
will carry a complete line of

Fine

I

Groceries

and will continue the fair dealing which has always
ruled in thisstoreindealing with customers and farmers.
TERMS

CASH

Orders Taken for Home

ii
I!

qprfyfTttemrnte

THE HOPKINS STORE

STIFLES PIANO & 1USIC CO.,

MESH
MEATS.

keep are those

trcrrttsrmmU.
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we

letter to The

Capt. S. L. Lord has on exhibition the regiment is being held in Ellsworth to- latty did not say, as quoted, that “the
stage-coach on w hich the volunteers rode day, ai Odd Fellows hall. About seventy- steamer came at reduced speed”.
to Bucksport on their way to the front in live are in attendance.
At noon to-day
The safety of a little religion lies in the
1
1860-61.
dinner was served by the woman’s relief
fact that if it is real it will take root and
The
Mrs. Maria Freese of Berkeley, Cal., | corps and volunteer assistants.
grow.
who has been visiting ber cousin, Capt. tables were decorated with flowers, and
S. L. Lord, has left for her hr me, going by ; boutonnieres were furnished by young
Business

-ii

The only good things
pass along.

we

|

R. B. Holmes his sold the Howard B.
Moore house on upp*»r Birch avenue to
Mrs. T. Edward Brown, who w’ill occupy

Sl"e'
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FAIR DATES.
which will be added about twenty feet to
reach the extreme height of the dam.
Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock County
At
the west side of the river, work has just Agricultural’society at Bluehill.
begun on the canal. At the power house
Sept. 19—Annual fair and cattle show of
the large penstocks which will supply North Castinc grange, at North Cistine.
water to the wheels are now being pat in
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricultural
place. One of the electrical generators, society, at Eden.
with a capacity for 1.3S0 horse power, is
Wednesday, Sept. 25—Narramissic grange
here and the water wheels are on the way.

for the State and E. J. Walsh for the reThe boys were charged with
entering the residence of F. W. Richardson, where a small store is conducted, and
stealing a bag containing about ft.60 in
change. The family was absent st the
time. No evidence was produced to subThe class or ’02, Ellsworth high school, stantiate the charge of breaking and
had a reunion last Thursday, Aug. 22, and entering, and on this, on motion of recelebrated by taking a sail down river on spondents’ counsel, they were ischarged.
W. E. Whiting's launch Ruth. The party They were found guilty of simple larceny,
was made up as follows:
Misses Grace C. and sentenced to thirty days in Bangor
| King, Georgia C. Foster, Mary E. Holmes,! work jail.
! Mary A. Hurley, Susie Jordan, Louise W.
The bodies of two of the crew of the
Eppes, Mrs. Fred Scribner (Laura Tripp), Ellsworth schooner Myron as, which was
Charles C. Knowlton, Edward F. Doyle, ran down and sunk in
Long Island sound
Leon Mcor, and George Parcher.
Ang. 12, have been picked up and identiLast Thursday evening Miss Maude fied. They are those of Austin C. Riley,
Goggl'* x .ttertained at her home on I mate, and George Neary, seaman. Capt.
1
Bridge hill in honor of a group of vis- W. C. Bellatty arranged for the burial.
itors-Mrs. Dority, Miss May Dority The bodies of the two other men drowned
and
Dan
Dority, of Melrose High- have not been recovered. Riley’s home
lands, Miss Kate Mullen, Misses Marion is in Livermore Falls. He was known
and Katherine Willett and Joseph Willett, in Ellsworth. Five years ago he shipped
of Dorchester, Mass. Refreshments were at Machias in the Ellsworth schooner
served, and whist and other games were Storm Petrel, and remained in her a year.
played, greatly to the enjoyment of all He afterward went in the Franconia more
! than a year, and last fall shipped as cook
present.
The examination of teachers for State in the Ellsworth schooner J. F. Whitcertificates, under the direction of the | comb. He was in the Whitcomb when
State educational department, will take she was wrecked. When he arrived in
place at the high school in Ellsworth next £*ew York he was shipped by Capt. Belat 8 a. m. The exami- latty in the Myronus. He formerly lived

it.

J. A.

fair to stand among the beat dramatic

two,
Chief-Just ire L. A. Emery, AssociateJustice A. \V. King, Attorney-General
H. E. Hamlin and Clerk-of-Courts J. F.
Rtiowlton are in Portland this week atFrank E. Mace, of Great Pond, and his tending »he meetings of the American Bar
ten-year-old son Bryan are in the city association. Judge King and Mr. Knowlton are accompanied by their wives.
to-day.
Emery made the address of welMisses Bernice Eidridge and Carrie Judge
come on behalf of the bench and bar of
Russell are visiting Miss Gladys Ayer in
Maine.
Dexter.
jamet
Howard, of the Howard
Mrs. Frank W. Brackett, of Brookline
Woolen Co., of New York, was the gnest
is
her
Mrs.
G.
Frank
Mass., visiting
sister,
Saturday and Sunday of his aunt, Mra. F.
Newman.
W. Rollins. On Sunday Mr. and Mia
Fred L. Mason is spending two weeks
Howard, Miss Helen Rollina and JosephC.
in Boston and vicinity on a business and Wilkee, of the Crossett Shoe
Co., of North
pleasure trip.
Abington, Mass., left for Boston in Mr.
Percy E. Higgins and Milton Beckwith Wilkee’ automobile. Mrs. Howard and
will enter the University of Maine law’ Mr. Wilkes have been the guests of the
school this tall.
Rollinses for about a month.
Portland for

SALE.

Jntiii I> Murch place al Hayslde with dwelling ami
the shore of I niou nver bay.
II. w. Carr property. Water street. Kllsworth. Me.

are

parents,

Sundays.

dal and wife, left Monday for her home in
Wednesday, Sept. 4 Salisbury family
plays on tour. It will be seen at Hancock
Fargo, North Dakota. She was accom- hall on
at Young’s grove, Otis.
of next week,
Mr*. Harriet Hale, of Cherryfleld, is the
Thursday
evening
panied by her mother to Portland.
Wednesday, Sept. 4—Orcutt family at
Sept. 6.
guest of Mra. L. D. Footer.
Mrs. Harriet Cushing, of Waltham,
Bend.
Dr. R. H. Greene, of New York, in) the
At the big dam concrete is now being Eddington
Maas., and Mrs. Melvin Henderson, of laid in the river channel on the
Tuesday, Sept. 10- Fullerton family At
eastern
guest of Mra. A. P. Wiawell.
South Btuehil), were the guests of Mrs.
aide, which is the beginning of the end. Betts hall, Bayside.
Mis* Effie E. Davis is at home from P. B.
Day this week. Master Norris The courses on tbe
western side have
Saturday, Sept. 14 —Haslem family at
Waterville for a week’s vacation.
of
Etna, who has been with the
Friend,
reached a height of fifty-two feet, to Waltham.
Walter R. Foster was at home from Dsja for a week or
is still with them.

FOR
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Cooking.

H. P. HOPKIN8.
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fllutnal Benefit Coin inn.

CHRIST IAN t'VII R AVOR.

•rayer Meeting Topic

__

—

dom accomplishes anything. When Napoleon spoke of leading bis artny to
'Italy, the difficulty of the Alps was
mentioned. He declared. “There shall
be no Alps." anil In such a spirit he
was successful In
his campaign. On
another occasion he said. “There is no
such word as ‘can’t* In my dictionary.” Would that all men possessed
this spirit of determination, not for
the selfish purposes of Napoleon, but
for the purpose of serving God in
Jesns Christ and living for the benefit
of humanity.
Never say "I can’t.” Any Christian
JCndeavorer should be ashamed to use
«uch an expression. Even if we have
not sufficient confidence In ourselves or
the grace and power of God to say “I
can." yet let us at least be willing to
bay “1 ’ll try.” and if we try persistently we shall, succeed. How dare any
one say “1 can’t." especially to God’s
commands?
Before we try how can
we know that we cannot do that which
Is required of us? How do you know
you cannot pray in public if you have
never tried?
How do you know that
you cannot speak to an unsaved person
About his soul’s salvation if you have
never tried?
How do yon know that
you cannot help the weak and strengthen those who seem to tie helpless If
jyon have never made any effort to do
bo? We may little dream of the possibilities of our lives, the latent talents.
Make the effort, and God may wonderfully use you la Ills kingdom.
TYy always to say “I can." Paul
•Aid It concerning all things. “I can
do all things through Christ”
Self
conceit should have no part In our
•pinions of what we can do. “Through
Christ I can” should be our motto.
Ask the Saviour to help you;
He win carry you through.
BIBI.E

RF.ADINOS,

Num. xHl. 20-30, 81-33; I Sam. xvU.
1-11, 28-32: XI Cor. xll, 7-10; Matt
3CXT1U, 20; John xlv, 10-14.

Progressive State President.
North Dakota has an aggressive and
a
progressive
state president
In the person
of Kev. E. P.
Lawrence of
Minot. In a re5 cent
letter
I speaking of the
needs of North
Dakota he said.
“The young
people have
mighty work
►

I
>

«

nrv-

be done here.
and there is no
better agency to
direct the activltles of otir
young people of
IUUBJ

r.

than the
ment.”
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Christian
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the future years
Endeavor move-

Genova.
This message was cabled to the
Geneva convention:
Th« Switzerland of Asia to the Switzerland of Europe—Greeting:
Kyoto, the old capital of Japan, the
home of Neezima and his Doshisha, city

Japan

to

of thla year's convention, sends a message to Geneva, the metropolis of Switzerland. the city of John Calvin and the
valiant defender of civil and religious liberty.
Higher than your Alps or our Fuji are
the Ideals of Christian Endeavor, loyalty
to Jesus Christ and His universal church.
We Join with you In pledging ourselves
to still more earnest endeavor toward hastening the triumphant reign of peace
among the nations, brotherhood between
the races and spiritual fellowship in
Christ Jesus among all God’s children on
earth.
TAMT’RA.
8AWAYA,
PETTEE.
For the Japan Vnlon of Christian Endeavor.

The Profits of Missions.
The Epworth Herald thus outlines a
good plan for a missionary meeting:
“A most striking exhibit of the gain
of missh-as may be made, dividing the
subject Into these parts: The comnier
dal gains, the geographical gains, the
scientific gains. the gains of civilization in general, the spiritual gains. The
missionary libraries have abundance
of material which will illustrate the
power of prayer and remarkable answers to prayer In the mission field
Every missionary who lias woo success
will testify that the use of prayer in
his work has been the chief secret of
Its progress.”
A Now Invasion of Russia.
A note from Rev. Frederick Blecher.
secretary of the Herman Christian Endeavor union, says: “We have now two
Christian Endeavor ecoieties in Russia
and hope for more Boon. One of our
leading evangelists will visit the Baltic
provinces, Petersburg and southern
Russia in September and October. We
iatend also to support a field secretary
tor German and Lettish speaking Rusda. Rev. Mr. Reitz of Riga, in confancttan with our English brethren.
Who will contribute an ‘Endeavor penny’ on next Christian Endeavor birth-

toy.”
Its Chief Work Ahead.
“The Christian Endeavor movement,”
wrote the Rev. F. B. Meyer recently,
“hag achieved marvels in the twentyflye years which hare now passed over
It; but Its greatest work lies ahead.”

Additi<mn\

o

For the Week

EDITED BV

Beginning Sept. 1.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—"I can" and "I can’t."—Isa
Bxxv, 3, 4; XXX. 14. 18; Heb. III. 14.
"Can” and "can’t" are two small
•words, and yet their Influence upon the
lives of men is tretneudous, affecting
•even their eternal destinies.
The man
(Who possesses the "can" spirit is usually able to accomplish the work which
ihe desires to perform, while the one
■who lacks confidence in himself and
Tolils his anus and says "I can't" sel-

OHJNTY NEWS.

Among tl)t Grangers.

[ta Motto:

"AUNT MAUOH".

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—U Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms t«* be helpful and hopefulBeing for the common good. It lsf«rthecom
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depend % largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

|

good

80 SHORT

A
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Mrs.

mother, Mrs. Percy Lurvey.
Mrs. Jennie Hamblin and daughter
Gertrude, of Andover, Mass., who have
been spending three weeks at Mrs. Lorenda Farmer’s, have returned home.

officers of Lamoine

grange, and a class of
twelve was instructed in the first and
second degrees. The work was performed
a manner

enjoyed by all,

Mrs. James Tweedie and children, who
visiting her sister, Emma Norwood, have returned to Lamoine to visit
her parents before returning to her home
in Cambridge, Maas.

and very in-

structive to members of Bayside grange,
who express thanks through this column
to the officers of the visiting grange for

are such fond, frail lips
That speak to us. Pray, if love slips
Them of discretion many times.
Or if they speak too low or quick, such crimes
We may pass by, for we may see
Days not far off when those small words may
be
Held not as slow, or quick, or out of place,

their
for

§o

have been

help and encouragement, also
kindly overlooking mistakes and

inconveni-

Errs W. Lurvey and brother Wilbert
Boston after spending a
few weeks here with their mother, Mrs.
Abbie Lurvey, who is quite ill. Mrs. Ezra

nces.

have returned to

The next meeting will bo held Aug. 29.
HARVEST HOME, WERT ELLSWORTH.

spoke

no

more are

here.

—George mingle.
by S. K. A.

Dear M. B. Friends:

From the Pacific coast comes the poem
we thank the one who sent it.
She also sent some post cards to the sister
who asked for California views, >nd they
will be forwarded soon.
I think I gave yon a suggestion which
was made to me by the same friend.
She
aaid: “Tell the ladies that when I was in
the West I saw batter made by patting
cream into a glass jar and rolling it until
it came to batter.”
Have received card from Aunt Maria and
Sadie within a few days, and, Sadie, Uncle

above, and

next regular meeting, Sept. 14,
special ia called.

for her.

Spec.

unless

TO THE OLD CEMETERY.

The following poem published in a renumber of Scribner's has been neatly
framed and presented to Tremont public
library by Rev. F. J. Goodwin, husband of
the author, and the charm of the rythmic
words will be appreciated by the people of
Southwest Harbor whose tender memories
cluster about the last resting-place of
loved ones gone before:

cent

a

—

GREENWOOD, EAITBBOOX.
At the regular meeting of Greenwood
grange Saturday evening, three candidates
were instructed in the first and second
The literary programme was
degrees.
laid over until the next meeting.

sometime.

Dear Aunt Madge:
I cannot tell what this unwinding will bring
out of my sluggish brain. 1 cannot see a
word ahead in my sentences. I wish, though,
to say a word helpful to the M. B. C„ if I may.
1 think a great deal of your special column.
1 believe it is doing grand good work in
homes where it goes. Our sisters are sowing
good seed, and watering and cultivating the
rich soil about the roots of the tender plants
in the home with diligence and care; and at
the same time feeding their Johns well, I am
sure. How this mast encourage Aunt Madge!
One can easily see that the contributors to
M. B. C. are earnest workers, and deeply sympathise with every afflicted member thereof.
Iliketj know and understand that this is
true. The thought of it encourages so much
every helper. And, too, it must comfort Aunt
Madge. You can be assured that she appreciates it all.
8isters, give all the timely assistance you
can to her. What could Aunt Madge do without as sisters, anyway? How could she edit
that valuable column? How could anybody
do it without the sisters' help? If I do say it,
we are lifters—boosters—and that means a
good deal, where one has something heavy
on his or her heart and mind for the good of
all, that needs to be moved along the highway, that other bodies may be rubbed against,
jarred, disturbed and set in motion, all movfulfillment
ing in harmony toward the
of some good good purpose. Yes, sisters, let’s
do our level best assisting Aunt Madge to
Susan.
help her readers.

care

_

for the evening amounted to fS.
Owing to the storm, no meeting of New
Century grange was held Aug. 24, and
three weeks will elapse before date of

Dudley has responded to yoor inquiry for
him, as you will see by bis letter. I had
the pleasure of seeing Aunt Jana recently.

Aunt Dudley, we ere very sorry about
the recipe being misprinted. Thank you
for your letter.

to

_

Hiram Robbins met with quite a serious
accident last week, being thrown from his
mowing machine, injuring his back quite
ing.
The grange voted to give a free dance in severely.
the grange ball Saturday night, Aug. 31.
Mrs. J. B. Mason and Master Joseph
Refreshments will be served.
at
Mason Trask spent the week-end
Sorrento with her sister and niece, Mrs.
NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
V. G. Hodgkins and Mrs. J. O. Whitcomb,
A pleasant entertainment, consisting of her
son, M. H. Mason, also helping to
songs, music, dialogues, tableaux and make the visit pleasant.
recitations, was given by the young peoRev. F. J. Goodwin, Bprucebough cotple of East Bucksport at the town hall
tage, gave the last of the series of sermons
Friday evening for the benefit of New
by visiting clergymen for the season. As
Century grange. Each number showed Mr. Goodwin was on the committee to arcareful preparation and was well renof Sundav serthis fine
Much credit ia due all who took range it is to beprogramme
dered.
vices,
hoped that an equally inpart, and especially to Mias Margie Colby, teresting list will be announced for anwho directed the concert.
Ice-cream, other season.
Sprat.
cake and coffee were sold. The receipts
Aug. 28.

Days change so many things—yes, hoars;
We see so differently in sun and showers.
Mistaken words to-night
May be so cherished by to-morrow’s light.
We will be patient, for we know
There’s such a little way to go.

Deir Aunt Madge:
Sadie very kindly inquires for me. I wc.ild
•ay that 1 am here yet. 1 have been quite
busy the last week doctoring my horse, which
got his ankle punctured with a forty-penny
nail. The wound at one time was very bad.
but now, by a surgeon's care, it seems to be
better, but it will be a long time yet before he
will be seen on the race course.
While the sisters are writing ecipes for
blueberry puddings and johnnycakes. 1 wish
someone would write up s cure for insomnia.
I think sleeplessness in man is somewhat
like balkiness in a horse. I have been told
that to fill a horse's mouth full of sand, and
then bite his ears, it would make him "get
up" and do what was required of him. Balay
horses and striking men in some cases are
alike, for what must be done they have to do
sooner or later, either by brute force or by
moral suasion. I would not like to give the
formula to the horse or take it myself, although it would not be much worse than a
sleepless night. It would be a great blessing
if we, like the horse, could take something or
have something done to induce our brain to
stimulate our sleeping nerves so that we
might at once fall into the arms of Morpheus
and enjoy one of life’s greatest blessings,
“tired nature’s sweet restorer, balmy sleep.”
Last summer Aunt D. s.*at a recipe for
making blueberry cake, but when it waa
published there was a miftake in it. Then
she wrote again correcting it, but another
mistake appeared. She now says they can
make their blueberry'cake as they please.
Uncle Dudley.

Lurvey will stay
Aug. 28.

Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting Aug. 24 with few io attendance
on account of
bad weather.
The programme was laid over until the next meet-

So many little faults we find.
We see them; for not blind
Is love. We see them; but if you and I
Perhaps remember them some by and by.
They will not be
Faults then—grave faults—to you and me,
But just old ways—mistakes, or even less—
Remembrances to bless.

Norwood and daughter
to Lamoine to visit her

parents.
Burnham Stanley, of Northeast Harbor,
is here with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Stanley.
Miss Mildred Monroe, of Brewer, is
spending her vacation with her grand-

the business of the evening, the
stations were filled by Master Young and

in

Emma

Hope have gone

After

They

us

sey’s.

Meeting of Hancock

BAY81DE, ELLSWORTH.

are

She will write to

John T. Finney, of Framingham, Mass.,
who is in poor health, is bee with friends.
Mrs. Haney and daughter, of Everett,
Mass., are visiting at John Edwin Her-

Bay side grange held its regular meeting
Thursday evening, Aug. 22, with twentyfive members and twenty-four visitors.

such dear hands;
foil: they turn at our demands
They
80 often; they reach out
With trifles scarcely thought about
So many times; they do
So many things for me, for you—
If their fond wills mistake.
We may well bend, not break.

Selected

W. Norwood and wife have gone to church. He preached Sunday, morning
and evening.
John Tinker has gone to Bangor to
The United Church Workers held a sale
meet his brother, Cftpt. Eugene Tinker.
and useful articles in the library
of

THE OLD CKMKTEKY AT SOCTH WEST HARBOR.

Between the harbor and the hill
The dead folks lie serene and still:
Wise with the wonder of the sea.
They fearless face eternity.

The Old Ship Again Sale In Port.

Beneath the sanset and the star
Where naught but peace and'Silence are.
They lie, who make no haste to go
From this good earth that loved them so,
Full well content they seem to be
Within the calling of the sea.

1828—JULY 28—1907.
She
1

j

has made another voyage round the
world.
Her anchors are down safe In port.
With colors flying and sails snugly furled
And no mishap of any sort!
The old craft is a wonder, not a creak
Of timber, ail are sound and good;
In roughest weather never known to leak
And every strain ha* been withstood!
All her oyages have been good and pleasant
In every clime, on every sea.
With incidents ever green aDd frequent
Held and cherished in memory!

j

All her cruises thus far. she has taken,
In sailing o’er life's restless main.
Confidence in her has not been shaken.
Safe home she has returned again!
She is now receiving congratulations
On completing cruise eightp-<»ne
From sailor critics and commendations
Upon her having so well done!
Whether she will pass another mile-stone
Upon hercharta marked eightp-tico.
Lies in the future hidden and unknown,
Which time alone will bring to view!
The past is secure, she does not worry
As at her anchor she does ride,
Awaiting orders, but in no hurry
For the signal at turn of tide!
—B. G. F. Candage.•

i

I have been looking over the “coming
in the county, and it seems best
to appoint Sept. 5 for the day of re-anion
at Wyman cottage, Contention Cove, with
the understanding it will be held Friday
if it should be stormy Thursday.
Aunt Madge.
Most disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,
pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
tonic. Makes you clear-eyed, clear-brained,
clear-sk i nned.—Advt.

1
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$175, and will net a
receipts being
tidy sum to be used for church work.
This society has already done some praiseworthy work, such as renovating the interior of the church, etc. The society Is

bright, energetic

of

ladies

w

<irug

tt0I^
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Many Ellsworth

Household,

hard for
willing
Wll|
Find Them So.
worthy objects. The president, Mrs. Hatare
home
duties
whoa*
enough
tie Parker,
To have the pnin, ,„d
»ehe, 0(
for one woman, is the “backbone'' of the
back removed; to bo
la.lies
bad
The
following
charge
society.
entirely frw
of the tables: Mrs. Haiti* Parker, white annoying, danger,.,,, urinary
table w here dainty lingerie could not fall to enough to make any
kidney suffer,, _*
please the feminine eye. Mrs. Pearl Smith, ful. To tell how this great
own
wi«h
her
hands
change „„
linen table. She hid
Mrs. brought about wit, prov<( m
w rought some of the articles ou it.
words
to
hundreds
of
Julia Fernald had the notion table of
Ellsworth read, ""
Nelaon H. Jettison,
fancy articles, and Mrs. Kmn a Somes the
vrtersn, iiri
Mrs. Fmraa Alien and Miss Water St.,
apron table.
Ellsworth, Me., says:
Sarah Somes presided at the punch booth,
ever I hear
anybody
„l
and Mrs. Kale Pray at the coo feet ionery
Mrs. Ida Leland, Mrs. Alice Le- trouble or backache I alw.y, ,dviw
table.
to
land and Mrs. Helen Richardson served
get Doan'a Kidney Pin, ,t
E Q
ice-cream, and Mrs. Ken is ton and Mrs. ; Moor- 'a drug store and use
them *
Varnum were at the cake table.
Mrs. directed.
Doan's Kidney Pin,
cored m,
Annie Richardson bad charge of (he guess
ol a very etnbborn case
of
cake, which look 'd “good enough to eat".
kidney comThe grab-tent was conducted by Mrs. H. plaint after ell other remedies had
tau^.
R. Ilysom.
Three months ago I -aalmost belpk*.
Hex.
Aug. 26.
There
was a constant
i
twin which
vssnty
annoying, and in addition u> th«
HALL QUARRY.
lhw
was
retention of the kidney
Miss Fern Mills arrived home from j
secr,tio«
Camden this week.
roc
sever,'
t whlc“ c,u«‘d
eufferinj. 1
Mrs. C. G. Ferguson is at C. J. Hall's heerd of Doan's Kidney
Pills, got , be*,
for
a
short
cottage
stay.
and ran say that they worked
senders is
Miss Lottie Newman left Wednesday
B required the use of
I
only
for her home at Bass Harbor.
; three holes to cure the backache
and oorMrs. Lewis Hsrrimsn has opened a
rect all the other difficulties. I
consider
lodging house in the Freeman block.
this the beat kidney
Pebble.
remedy Iknowot,
Aug. 18.
and it ia a pleasure to
recommend such a
H. A. Foss has opened a branch studio
i valuable preparation."
at Leon HArrimtn’s newsstand.
to work

are

work

and

disorder^*

..Wh™

kidl'

complain

j
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For aale by all dealers. Price SO
centt.
Koeter-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, Jf.
Y., tote
tor
the
United
States.
E. T. Campbell and W. H. Ward were agents
Remember the name—Iham's—and taka
called to Harwick, Vt., on business this !
no other.
week.
C. G. Ferguson has returned to Houlton.
Mrs. Ferguson will stay a week longer.

j

Mrs. Aaron Robinson will leave Wedto visit her aon
Howard.

nesday for Thorndike
ncinuvn ui

inf

quarry

worarn

union

will attend tbe labor day parade yH Bangor, Sept. 2.
Frank R. Moore a td wile, of Ellsworth,
are spending a few days with Mrs. Moore's
sister, Mrs. J. If. Macomber.
Mias Mildred Robinson has returned to
Bar Harbor after a short visit with her
mother, Mrs. Nancy Robinson.
Howard Macomber and son Edmund
have returned to their home in Manchester, Micb., after spending their vacation
at J. H. Macoinber's.
Aug. 2*.__
Pebble.

Charles Jordan, Howard Giles and Sidney Jordan visited friends in Northeast
Harbor and Bar Harbor last week.

By invitation the Sunday school class of
Mrs. Sarah Haslem met at her home Saturday afternoon. Games were played and
a
dainty repast was served. Each went
home with a memento of the
delightful
afternoon.
Aug.
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MT. DESERT FERRY.
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Carter and wife.

Mrs. 8. A. Holmes, of South Newbury,
accompanied by Mra. Burrill, of Dedham,
was a recent guest of Mrs. Holmes'
sister,
Mrs. A. L. Colby.
Ang. 28.
C.
BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
Mina Robbins is at home from Bangor
lor a lew weeks.

Harvey Somes has moved
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Mrs. Fred Wiggin, of Ellsworth, is visher aunt. Mr*. Bertha Ray.
Mr*. Etna Coatigan and daughter Dorothy have gone to Bangor for a few days.
Aog. 23.
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Joseph Tufts is having his bouse enlarged. Samuel Gould is doing the work. Manat...|*f
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Mra. Florence Carter, of West Scarboro,
is visiting her brother, F. L.
Colby.

Mrs. Olive Bartlett baa
from Massachusetts.
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Schools are in session, taught by the
teachers-Miss Jordan and Miss
Brown.
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—Grace Duffle Id Goodwin.
Pawtucket, B. I., June, 1907.
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Walter Colby, who is employed at Bar
I
Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
!
Miss Etta Blake, who has been visiting
friends in Win ter port, has returned home.

Peace, Soul that weeps—you could be still
Between the harbor and the bill!
Peace, soul that strives—you could be free
Below the hill, beside the sea.
No softer grave, no deeper tomb.
Oh! fisher-folk, make roou, make room!

is

Aug.

" h,n*
I (entry

the afternoon snd evening
was a financial success, the

on

lft.

Hosvard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
is visiting friends here.

Between the harbor and (he hill
The earth that bore them holds them still.
The memrried sea draws closer yet
Until each grave with mist is wet.
Beneath whose silver sheltering fold
Lies the long years' unreckoned gold.

Mrs. A. G. Sanderson
Nyack, N. Y.

fancy
building

of

Ellaworth.

»
T h‘
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F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P- *
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-J»re*. aud Gen’l Manager.

iting
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SWAN’S ISLAND.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.

V. B. Hager man and family have moved
Waldoboro.

Mount Duart and

to

William Stinaon is having a gasoline
Babaon.
Miss Bessie Bunker was chairman and Mrs. Phebe
engine pot in the Radiant’s yawl boat for
Mrs. C. A. Smith and Miss Mary Ifrewer,
introduced F. R. Bunker, of Winter Harlobatering.
bor, who, in a few brief remarks out- of Bar Harbor, are visiting Mrs. Smith’s
Miss Sally Barbour, of
Massachusetts,
lined the history of the Bunker family.
sister, Mrs. Hattie Parker.
is visiting her cousin,
Capt. Alvah BarA. B. Bunker in his fine new motor bout
a
number
from
here
have
made
Quite
bour and wife.
took out s party for a delightful sail
Aug.
1 will mail you free, to prove merit, samples
around the bay.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative and my Book
of
The next reunion will be held August on my
The
Heart or The Kideither Dyspepsia,
The Limit of Life.
14,1906.
neys. Troubles of the Stomach. Heart or KidThe most eminent medical scientists are
neys are merely symptoms of a deeper ailunanimous
in the conclusion that the
make
the
common
error of treatShake off the grip of your old enemy. ment. Don’t
only. Symptom treatment is generally accepted limitation of human
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream Balm. ing symptoms
treating the retail of youi ailment, and not life is many years below the attainment
Then will all the swelling and eoreneaa be the route. Weak Stomach nerves—the inside
posaible with the advanced knowledge of
weakness, always. which the
driven out of the tender, inflamed mem- nerves—mean Stomach
race is now
possessed. The
And the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have
branes. The fits of sneezing will teas* sud
critical
period, that determines its durainside
nerves.
their controlling or
Weaken
the discharge, as ofiensive to others as to these nerves, and you inevitably have weak tion, seems to be between 50 and 80: the
Here is where Dr. Shoop’s proper care of the body during this decade
yourself, will be cured when the causes that vital organs. has
made its fame. No other cannot tie too
Restorative
strongly urged; carelessness
produce it are removed. Cleanliness, comeven claims to treat the “inside
then
remedy
fatal to longevity. Nature’s
fort and health renewed by the use of Cream nerves’*. Also for bloating, biliousness, bad best being
after
50 is Electric
helper
use
or
Dr.
fetters, the
Shoop's scientific tonic medicine
Balm. Sold by all druggists for 00 cents, or breath
complexion,
that revitalizes
Restorative. Write me to-day for sample and
mailed by Ely Bros., 50 Warren Street, New free Book. Dr.
Shoop, Racine. Wit. The every organ of the tiody. Guaranteed by
L. G. Moobe, druggist. 50c.
York.
Restorative is sold by G. A. Parches.

Blo.hlll PlrUt®*"

Dally Ltn.—Sunday® Includ.d.

Mr. and Mr*. Hawkes, of
Manchester,
N. H!, are with their son, Dr. E. 8.
Hawkes.

19._spec.

events”
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WALTHAM.

Above their dreaming falls the dew.
Across their sleep strong faring wings
Wake the old gladness that they knew
In days of far adventurings.
Not Heaven itself shall teach them yet
That th 'se are blessed who forget.

Charles P. Somes returned to Waltham,
Mass., Saturday.
Mrs. John Clark, of Cambridge, Mass.,
•[Capt. Candage was eighty-one years old on
Ju.y 28. In spite of his years he is a boy yet
in health, mind and feelings; goes to busi- is visiting Mrs. Ada Somes.
ness
and
takes
interest
and
great
day.
every
Rev. E. E. Harris, of Northeast Harbor,
pleasure In the affairs of life.—En. ]
occupied the pulpit in Union church Sunday morning.
SOUTH GOULD8BORO.
William Hopkins and wife, who have
Mr*. Lacy Cook is visiting relatives in
been visiting H. R. Hysom and wife, reAshville.
turned to their home in Cambridge, Mass.,
Mrs. Adeline Sargent, of Lubec, is visitFriday.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Ids Hooper.
J.
Aug. 19.
-Mrs. Minnie Freese, of Petit Menan,
W. H. Gilpatric returned to New York
ana Miss Emma Kelson, of Cherryfteid,
Friday.
J are gueets of Mrs. Fannie Sargent.
»
Fred Brown returned Saturday to WalI Mrs. Ida Gordon, with her daughters
Bessie and Vera, of West Sullivan, visited tham, Maw.
her brother, A. F. Hooper, last week.
George F. Arnold and wife are in
A1 Ramsdell and family, who made a Brookline, Mass.
The principal topic here at the present
trip in a gasoline boat to Lubec and Grand
Menan to visit relatives, returned home time it electric roads.
last week.
Miss Emms Tucker returned Friday to
H.
Aug. 19.
her home in Wellesley, Mass.
BUNKER REUNION.
Mrs. Fred Pray and daughters have reThe Banker family reunion was held turned from a visit in Jonesport.
here Aug. 15. Seventy-eight descendants
Charles Bunker and daughter Hazel re* of Isaac and Rebecca Bunker assembled at
turned to Dracut, Mass., Sunday.
Bunker’s point. Tbere were descendants
Dr. J. A. Lethiecq, of Brewer, spent
present from Boston, Brockton, Glouces- Sunday with his family at L. H. Somes’.
ter and Brighton, Mass., Winter Harbor,
Mrs. Gertrude Clark, of Southwest
Prospect Harbor, Bor Harbor, Franklin,
West Gouldaboro and South Gouldsboro. Harbor, spent a few days last week with
_

|

Free Baptist »
The Ellsworth
Free
conference «in be bol(,
church Sept. 20*22.
Good
peeled.

Seth

county Pomona with Penobscot grange.
Sept. 11—Green Mountain Pomona field
day at Blunt’s pond, Lamoine.

are to

but dear.
Because the lips that

—
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Port land.
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SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

reason.

Friday, Sept.

writer will not t>e printed except by permission
Communl'atlons will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Kllsworth, Me.

The hands

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column Is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, snd
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but uames will not be printed except by permission of the writer. AH communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

pecially

to Sargent, H 'linn n' and Brown
mountains, snd found berries plentiful.
Rev. L. W. Snell arrived h re Wednesday at Camp in the Wools. White here
Mr. Snell will occupy thJ pulpit in Union
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LETTER FROM ABROAD.

ELLSWORTH

Night and Day Visit to the Royal
Palace at Versailles.
Written for Thb Am uric an
Chilcotfc.

Paris, France, July 31,1907.

HON. WILLIAM T. HAINES, OF WATERVILLE.
Candidate fur republican nomination for governor of Maine.
the State through his many business
interests and connections.
Through his business relations he has
kept in close touch with the people, and is
one of the most popular
employers of
labor in the State, having never had any
trouble with his men, for he has understood and appreciated their conditions and
needs as well as those of the business.
Because of his long experience in public
life and in business, he is as well fitted as
sny man in Maine for the duties of chief

FOR GOVERNOR.
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SKETCH OP HIS

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE

LIQUOR PROBLEM.
Hon. William T. Haines, of Watera candidate for the republican
nomination for governor of Maine. He
has written a characteristic letter, and is
sending it to republicans throughout the
State. It read* as follows:
The

ville,

is

It is my ambition to be eovernor of my native State, and 1 shall be a candidate for nomination to that office at the next republican
Hute convention, and should greatly appreciate your support. I shall not be the candidate of any particular section, faction or interest, but shall ask the aid of all citizens
who believe in honest, progressive and ecoDomical State government.
If elected, I shall endeavor faithfully and
impartially to serve all sections, and to aid*
so far as possible, the varied Interests of our
I take great pride,
more than 700.000 people.
and have strong fnith In the record and principles of the republican party, and I expect
to stand on the platform adopted by its State
convention, and have no doubt of its triumphant success in the next State election. I promiseyou that if I am entrusted with the important duties of the chief executive of this State,
I will give them my constant attention and
best Judgment.
Will you kindly write me the situation in
your locality, and if 1 may expect your supYour truly,
port?
William T. Haiku.

Mr. Haines is one of Maine’s bestknown citizens. He has been in the public
eye ever since he commenced the practice
of his profession away back in 1879. He

executive.
PROBLEM.

LIQUOR
Mr. Haines’ position and public utterances on the so-called
liquor question
have been greatly misunderstood and misrepresented. Mr. Haines believes to-day,
and always has believed, in the desirability
of a prohibitory law for Maine, and he is
j to-day and always has been one of its
advocates. His close association
; strongest
i with the people of Maine leads him to believe that a majority of them still have
faith in the law, want it, and have confidence in its efficacy aa the best means of
!
suppressing the liquor traffic in Maine.
Mr. Haines, too, has a strong feeling
in a popular government, the will of
j that,
the people is the all-important object to
be sought, and that all law derives its
dignity and strength from having behind
it the supporting sentiment of a majority
of our people. He has always felt that in
such a government as ours, a fair minority was entitled to a hearing on any public
question, and that, w hen such a minority
desire the submission of a public matter
to the vote of all, the vote should be put,
in order that the minority may be satisfied and all citizens assured that the law
;
or measure has behind it the vital and an|
imating force of the people’s will.
THE

1

j

FAVORS RE8UBMI8BION.

county attorney, representative
Accordingly, after the last election Mr.
legislature, State senator, attorneygeneral, a member of the governor’s Haines became convinced that, for varicouncil, and has held several appointive j ous and conflicting reasons, a large numoffices. He now wants to go higher, and ber of our citizens desired a resulmission
is actively engaged in making a pre-con- of the constitutional amendment to a
vote of the people, and felt that a longer
vention con vase.
refusal on the part of the republican
EARLY LIFE.
Mr. Haines was born on a farm in Le- leaders to give them an opportunity to
He was pass upon their own laws, was a contravant, Penobscot county, in 1854.
fundamental principles
graduated from the University of Maine in vention of all the
of popular government.
1878, read law in Bangor, and was gradu- and theories
9o believing, Mr. Haines declared himated from the Albany law school in 187S
He commenced the practice of law' in Oak- self for resubraission, not that the probe repealed, but that it
land in 1879 and in 1880 removed to Water- hibitory law may
may be reaffirmed and strengthened by
vilie, where he has since lived.
vote in its favor which
Mr. Haines was elected county attorney the overwhelming
of Kennebec county in 1882, holding the ; he feels confident that the people of Maine
has been

to the

Daring the time, he tried
in seven days, securing convictions in all. He was elected
State Senator in 1888, and again in 1890,
and was a member of the House in 1895.
In 1896 he was nominated and elected
attorney-general, after one of the hottest
political tights ever known in the State,
holding the office four years. He was a
member of Governor Hill’s council during
his two terms, and has been a member of
the board of trustees of the University of
Maine since 1882 w'ith the exception of
the four years that he served on Governor
Hill’s council.
Mr. Haiues has been a constant champion of the University of Maine before
the legislature, has been an able advocate
of the good roads measures, and was one
of the first to advocate fish and game legislation as a business proposition. And
he has not devoted his attention alone to
law- and politics, but has engaged actively
in business, and in the
promotion of
Maine interests, too.
He built the waterworks in Newport,
Mathias, Oakland and Searsport, built the
Oakland woolen mill, and helped build the
extension of the Somerset railroad from
Biugham to Birch Point on Moosehead
lake. He is largely interested in lumber-
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niu1® can Mo, I will mail you free, a
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irelli Pay*8' etc., are due alone to blood conwiJV1 paln
^r* Shoop’s Headache Tablets sim-
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by coaxing away the unnatural
pressure. That is all. Address Dr.
Racine, Wis. siold by (i. A. Parcher,
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of the basin beneath. The
“Ohs!” and “Ahs!” that escaped from the
crowd sounded quite American. Men
threw into the basin fireworks which
looked tike fiery water-serpents.
All this time we thought the fountains
the water

actually playing wager,

were

the fire

ceived.

died out

we

saw we

when

but

had been de-

display of
fireworks overhead. It is impossible to
describe it. I had never imagined such a
display possible. From them a mass of
red smoke arose, which shut out the sky
from view, and seemed like the smoke of a
iiuguij

Then

came

uoiuc.

aa ii

a

great

nns

uiujivin^

»>*n>

great “Neptune” began playing.
The basin of Neptune is like a little
lake, surrounded by fountains, large and
small, and with fouhtains scattered over
its surface. Lights were reflected, so there
was ever-changing color, now blue, now
red, now green, now a delicate purple.
We stood there breathless as we witnessed
the beauty of the spray. In the absence
of color the fountains that surrounded the
basin looked like so many stately brides
in their filmy veils.
The twenty minutes was over all too
soon, and the crowd began to move toward
the palace. We were glad to behold the
palace with such a setting; for as the
the

ment; he believes in prohibition;
lieves the people of Maine may be trusted
to make their own laws and to make good
crowd surged almost in one mass, through
laws. He believes that the resubmission
of the prohibitory law would satisfy the gates and avenues, we felt that we
in a reaffirma- could better
many, assure all, and result
picture to ourselves the mobs
tion and revivifying of a measure that that surrounded it in the days of the revohas worked incalculable good to the State
lution.
of Maine.

INTERESTS VARIED.

Tm.i

mind, at least, that line is not clearly
drawn. Unreasonable as it may seem, a
resubmissionist is generally held to be one
who favors license. Inother words, because
the democrats first declared for resubmission tor the avowed purpose of license,
all resubmissionists are now assumed to
I* for resubmission for the same purpose,
namely, to repeal rather than to reaffirm
the prohibitory law ; whereas, the truth
undoubtedly is that there are many resubmiasionists who are strong prohibitionists.
This generul misunderstanding of the
matter, which has been encouraged and
increased by the democratic press, has
made it impossible for the forces of prohibition to recognize their own strength,
and to know their own friends, and the
prohibitionists of the State are just beginning to recover from their misapprehension of Mr. Haines’ position on the
resubmission question, and to find that,
as ever, he is fighting on their side against
the licensed saloon.
Mr. Haines believes in popular govern-

and

kJ*11 8top -vour Pain free. To snow you first—
p?,°r® you spend a peony—what my Pink

*2,000.

The great palace gates were simply a
of flames, and the long avenues of
garden were brilliantly illuminated. The
crowd that gathered around the great bamass

“Neptune”
playing water, the fountains played fire, as
they had been filled w’ith fireworks. They
prohibition poured out a shimmering liquid flaine into

present mis-

drawn between the forces of
and the forces of the licensed saloon.
As matters stand to-day in the popular

pays more for stumpage than any other
individual in Maine.
Mr. Haines has always* been interested
agriculture and has lived on a farm as a
practical farmer, now owning and operating a small farm in the outskirts of Waterville. He has probably done more for
agriculture in Maine, through his connection with the University of Maine,
than any other citizen of the State.
Mr. Haines has always been a
republican
of the
aggressive sort, and has never been
afraid to act according to his convictions.
Ho -.as been
generous in politics and in
business, and is known and respected all

the
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representations ana misutiaerstanaings
were cleared away, and the line plainly
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Tht^Sunday evening following July 14,
there is always a special display at Versailles, so we took a train at night-fall and
made our second visit there. We went
especially to witness the playing of the
fountains. The largest ones do not play
for more than tw-enty minutes at a time,
but on each occasion the expense is from

WEST TRENTON.

:

Mrs. Priscilli Young, who has been visa few
iting her son Frank at Bar Harbor
weeks, has returned home.
Mrs. Iva Reynolds, of Northeast Harher pabor, will spend a few days with
wife.
rents, Eugene Cousins and
The Baptist Sunday school will hold its
annual picnic at Oak Point Tuesday, it
of this week.
pleasant, it not, on Thursday
has
Mrs. Mary Buzzell, of Bangor, who
her |>abeen spending a few days with
rerents, Charles McFarland and wife,
turned home Saturday.
Aug. 26.

aoumuracnt*.

KITTKKY TO C'ARIUOU.

Oats Touch Almost a Record PriceEgg Still Going Up.
With the exception of a slight advance
in eggs, and a general reduction ip many
green vegetables, there are few changes in
local produce prices. Oats have gone up
to 68 cents a bushel, the highest mark
touched in Ellsworth for years.
Feed
also is higher, fl.40 a bushel being asked
for corn this week.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Country Prudtics.

by Miss Clio M.

One of the prettiest riles by train out of
Paris is that to Versailles. En route, you
see picturesque little
villages nestling tn
the valleys below.
Many of the hopses
are old and most attractive,
having long,
sharply-pointed roofs of red tile, which
gives them a look distinctively foreign.
At Versailles our interest
of
was,
course, in the magnificent palace with its
wonderful gardens, and the trianons.
When we reflect that this world-famous
palace and park, which cost flOO,000,000,
was constructed at a time when more than
half of the people of France were starving,
we cannot wonder that the
flame was
kindled which smouldered so long and
which had its final outburst In the revolution.
We first entered the great palace. In the
time of Louis XVI, after the new wing
had been added, there was room for
10,000 inmates.
This seemed incomprehensible to us when we went in, but
when we came out at the end of three
hours we could better realize it. We bad
walked six miles, and then we hadn’t been
over the entire palace.
The history of France is pictured in the
various rooms in wonderful mural paintings. The “Galerie des Glace” and “Gal
erie des Batailles” are, I suppose, the most
wonderful rooms in the palace, but the
sleeping and living rooms of Louis XIV
and his successors, and the apartments of
Marie Antoinette interested me more
keenly. The sleeping room of Louis XIV
opens on to a balcony where the howling
mob, that horrible night, demanded the
presence of Marie Antoinette, clamoring
for her head.
In Marie Antoinette’s boudoir is her
portrait, behind which is the little secret
door through which she ran to escd$e
from the mob.
Some of the pieces of
furniture in her apartments have on them
“M. A.” traced delicately in gold. Interesting, too, is the grand marble staircase,
where the Swiss guards were killed when
they took such a valiant stand for the
poor queen.
me gardens are very extensive and beautifully laid oat. At one time 36,000 men
and 6,000 horses were employed in conThe trees are
structing the terraces.
trimmed in unnatural shapes, and everywhere are magnificent statues an& fountains. But these gardens, with all their
magnificence, did not have as much
charm for me as did the Petit Trianon.
Everything here is natural and beautiful. There is the little hamlet where
Louis XVI and his queen, attempting to escape from the conventionalities
of court life, played at peasant life. In my
mind’s eye I could see the girlish Marie
Antoinette in the little dairy making butter, and the king grinding in his mill.
Wherever I went that day, Marie Antoinette was uppermost in my mind.
In the museum of carriages, one is impressed by the sleighs designed especially
to gratify the desire of Mme de Maintenaut for a July sleigh-ride. Imagine those
lovers of pleasure in the heat of summer,
speeding over roads covered with salt.
That w'as a time when “frivolity went
mad”, and Louis XVI and his unfortunate
queen had to pay the penalty. Truly the
“sins of the fathers shall be visited on
their children”.

MARKETS.

Rotter.

Creamery per*. 28 4 5
Dairy. .20 380

The reonion of the 15th Maine regiment
will be held at Skow began, Sept. 18 and 19.

Oum-Boils
Cankers

Nathan C. Spearen, a well-known citizen
of Bangor, and for several years court
crier, died Monday, aged ttity-three years.

Sore Owns

Teething

The nineteenth annual reunion of the
Maine Regiment association will be
held at Kenduskeag, Wednesday, Sept. 18.

22d

The thirty-first reunion of the First
Maine heavy artillery will be held ic the
hall of B. H. Beale post, Bangor, Aug. 27,

j

beginning
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per m.. .16*1
Patents have been granted to Maine inBoat dairy (new).1.
ventors as follows: Frederick A. (Yarn,
Dutch (imported)
.. !
or
Old Orchard, hand-stamp; John W. Ellia,
Neufchatel..
at 10

a. m.

Portland, stair-carpet sweeper.
The largest vessel ever built in RockPoultry.
Chickens.
18*75 land, the six-master Mertie B.
Crowley,
fowl ..1631a
waa launched
Saturday. The Crowley has
Ray.
a
of
298.5
Beat looae, per ton....
length
feet, a breadth of 48.4
12.. 4
Balad.
it
feet and a depth of 28 feet. The gross tonFresh laid, per do/...3 .ft 31

P*n
if

nage

is 2,834 and the net 2,310.

carrying capacity of 4,850
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corn,drs 15323
5
Potatoes, pk
New turnips,*
02
0«
Lettuce,
Cucumber*, each 01 ftOJ
Green peppers,lb 1 ft 5
Tomatoe*.*
.4 ft 5
04
:qis*»h. lb
04
Beets, lb
Sweet 1 otatoes.lbO ft06
Cauliflower,
nftiJ

Oniony*
Bu ch heets,
Bun.

h

rsgov

fir

mm

carrot",

mW/mm
mm

a

Beans— per q*

lelfow-eye
Pea.

u
Cantaloupe,
Plueappc s,each 15fti.
Watermelons, each
4ift5

Rice, per *
.ob*."»
2C 32
.19*.25 Vinegar, gal
13 Cracked wheat,
.u
35
.0
Oatmeal, per %
rea— |*r *—
Buckwheat, pkg
.0^
•Japan,
.45*.(5ft Graham,
.04
Oolong,
.80* 6.3 Rye meal,
Granulated meal,* 02s
Sugar—per *—
Granulitel, 05)4 306 OH—pTgil
Yellow, C
h5*.7'
o5>4
Lluseei,
08 *1l
1/
Powdered,
Kerosene,
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Rico,
JO
.60
Syrup,
Meats and Provisions.

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,
Steak,
Roasts,

Ham. per

*

Shoulder,
Bacon,

Salt
Lard.

18*70

s

Spring lamb,

Tongues, each

10330

Misses Clara Oram and Ruth Lewis, of
are
guests of Mrs.
Jennie Callahan.

FREE BOOKLET

Dorchester, Maas.,

W. J. Harper and Col. William Koppel
Bar Harbor Wednesday.
Mrs.
Koppel, who was seriously injured in the
buckboard accident, is gaining.
went to

I
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06 Scallops,
12318 Mackerel, lb

12
Fuel.

7

7
7
7
6
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“Everybody Should Know,”
Pauper Notice
C. G. Hays, a prominent business
contracted with the City of Iil>»
of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen’s Arnica HAVING
worth to support ado care for tnoaa wha
Salve is the qui *k?st and surest healing may need assistance during the next flea Mtf
salve ever applied
ami are legal residents of Ellsworth. ImM
sore, burn or wound,
or to a case of
pi It*-. I’ve used it and all persona trusting them on my aeoMBts aa
know wbat I’m talking about.” Guar- there la plenty of room and aooommodattM* to
care for them at the city ^ anr house.
anteed by E. G. Moore, druggist. 25c.
vi- 1.

50
5
5o
5
5

Flour, Grain and Feed.
fS
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
5 504651 Shorts—bag—1 35*1 40
1 40 Mixed feed, ban,
Corn,100* bag
4"
1
3 46
1 40 Middlings,bag 145 1.5
Corn meal,bag
140
Cracked corn,
LAW REGARDIN'> WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

A bushel of Liverpool salt sKaU wel«h 6”
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island s tit shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an fit for shipping, U 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds
The ntuudard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6*
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Irn«l'sh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsulps, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwbeut, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as uv agreement.

Maine’s apple crop has suffered to the
of about one-third of last year’s
yield by injury to the trees and fruit
caused by unfavorable weat her conditions.
The number of winter-killed trees is very
large, the extensive Baldwin orchards of
the State suffering most as a result of the
ad\’erse weather conditions in the early
extent

spring. The quality of the fruit that has
survived is considerably below the aver-

age^__
“Regular as the Sun”
is an expression as old as the race. No
doubt the rising and setting of the sun is
the most regular performance in the universe, unless it is the action of the liver
and bowels when regulated with Dr.
King's New Life PHla. Guaranteed by E.
G. Moore, druggist. 26c.

a&bnusnutiua.
THOSE SPLITTING

Send model, • ketch or photo of InTention fci
free report on patentability. For free book,
How to SecureTD I |)C USD VO write

man

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00*6 50
8 00*5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
1 00*1 26
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Battings, hard

HEADACHES!

Sick, Nervous or Neuralgic Headache*
Cured by simple Auodyne.
Nothing Is more distressing and
weakening than a headache. It takes
all the tuck out of anyone, and drives
the sufferer to a darkened bed-room
so that work has to be neglected.
A 25 ct. bottle of Neuralgic Anodyne
will save
many
days of pain and
weakness, as it Is guaranteed to cure
of headache or the
form
or relieve any
It differs
money will be refunded.
from other headache remedies, as It is
used internally and externally, thus
reaching the source of the nerve pains,
strengthening the whole nervous system, and at the same time finding its
way locally through the pores of the
skin to the aching tissues and throbbing nerves.
Neuralgic Anodyne is also Invaluable in relieving and curing neuralgia

and rheumatism, and is sold everywhere. Made by The Twitchell-Champlixi Co., Portland. Me.
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The liquid that grows heaitAy Jtesh on any sort.
Ecwtma Seres
Torn Flesh
Running Soret
Humor
Ulcers
Month Soret
Varicose Veint
Scaly Itch mg
Pimples
Head Catarrh
Carbuncles
Chaffed Hand*
AH voo do is to simply keep the sore wet with X-Zalia.
Get a oUc. bottle front any druggist to-day.

says

06

Fresh Fish.
06 Shad, lb

Sea trout, lb

j

ry%v, ic,x'disappearing."

10*.15

Lamb*

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,

Pork,*.
Chop,

.05*08

Veal:

wUfnalwM
ABII3

tons.

W. J. Harper and wife entertained a
party of friends at their home Friday
evening. Music was the feature of the
evening, and the guests enjoyed a musical
In the party were Col. William
treat.
Koppel and wife, Allen Goodwin, Misses
May Young, Clara Oram and Ruth Lewis,
all of Dorchester, Mass.; C. W. Moffctt, of
Boston; Mrs. S. D. Harper, J. J. Heath,
Warren Bartlett.
Refreshments were
15318 served. Messrs. Moffett and
Heath fur»•
.5
nished
and later the entire party
1
music,
10ft
i7«j25 joined in the old-fashioned melodies. A
lCft 3 most enjoyable evening was passed.
n<*‘«
Aug. 24.
n.

—

15* JO
.12 *.25
.06 *.10
18

cankers, gum-boils,

and all such sores. It keep#
the gums front growing
away from the teeth. L.
Mitchell, 84 State St..
Boston, savs "1 suffered
from mouth sores and cankers for months. After
rinsing my mouth with
X-Zalia my gums healed.

■ ■

ML
M“

Col. William Koppel, of Dorchest r,
Mass., arrived Monday.
Frank Sawyer, of Bangor, waa registered
at Lily Lake house Thursday.
10*
I*
Mrs. A. W. Rhodes, of Boston, who haa
been the guest of Mrs. Jennie Callahan,
returned home Sunday.
25*30

Groceries.

Roasts.

cure

mm

0..

Coflee—per *
Rio,
Mocha,
•lava,

Beef, *:
Steak,

■

Cabbie lb
f% 4
05
8trlng beans, qt
Green peas, pk 2T ft 3

rrult.
Lemons dos

Oranges, dox
25*50
Highland cranter15
rles, qt
Blue be’ties,
08*10
Green apples, pk
20

_a
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SEAL COVE.

7

a.

This Liquid X-Zalia
he,lls mouth 5°re* just as
quickly as it does any flesh
sore. You simply rinse tha
mouth with this liquid to

KBKII3t/IrllV
•

I

F«w*table*.
Green

&&

Heafinq

inflCAIkflr

Rggs.

(Straw.
Loose
Baled.

i'

Mouth

Walter F. Whilon, a retired carriage
manufacturer of Bangor, died suddenly
last Wednesday, aged sixty-five years.

TELEPHONE TALKS.
Believing that exact knowledge promotes co-operation, the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company is publishing a series of brief expositions of some phases of telephony, for the benefit of itself,
and, as it hopes, for the benefit of all telephone users.

“THEY DON’T ANSWER.”

and

It is always annoying when you are
trying to got somebody on the telephone to be told that “they don’t answer”.

And if you are in

hurry, or
pointed, or

are
are

a

an

unusual

particularly

disap-

half or two

minutes, after ringunless it is asked to

Most often, you will notioe, it is
when you call up a residence that
you are told “they don’t answer”.
The reason is simple when yon oome
to think of it, but proabably it doesn’t
occur

little excited—for the

place

moment you have waited seems like
age sometimes
you may think
that “Central” is to blame.
If you
are specially
irritated you may even
accuse the operator of
not having
tried at all to get the person you
want.
Look into your exchange some day
—the manager will be glad to see you
any time—and watch how its work is
Then you’ll feel differently
done.
about it.
You can rest assured that
if “Central” says “they don’t answer”, they don’t. She has tried her
best to get them, but without success, i
The first thing the operator does
when you give her a call is to “test”
to see if the number you ask for is !
busy. If the line is not in use, she
connects with it and rings the subscriber’s hell. If nobody answers her
first ring within 15 seconds, she rings
again. If there is still silence after
another quarter of a minute, she rings
If there is no response
a third time.
in the next 15 seconds, she reports to
you “they don’t answer”. Then she
will ring again, and again, and again,
if you ask her to. It is a good deal
like ringing someone’s door-bell. If
nobody comes to let you in after you
have rung two or three times you
make up your mind that the family
is out and go away. The telephone
company has to stop somewhere, and
it gives up at the end of a minute
an

a

ing three times,
keep on.

—

j

to
the

everybody. In a business
telephone is pretty sure to

be located where the bell ean be
heard easily and there is someone
whose business it is to answer calls.
At any rate, there is always somebody
near
the
instrument
to
answer
promptly in business hours. There
are lots of times, of course, when
there is nobody at home to answer a
residence telephone. Besides, a

goBT

many people insist on having thd
house telephones put in out-of-tA
way corners. The result is that
riuging of the bell is not always head
and, even when it is heard,
ing it means a trip into another t<m/

tflU

answl

upstairs. Then, too, it is not ■
ways convenient to drop
or leave company and go to the td
phone instantly, and that makes ad
*
lay which gives the impression
f
there is nobody on hand to anl'
or

housewl
I

I
your summons.
These things no doubt have a id
deal to do with your being told
don’t answer”.
In many cases

I

for

your meeting a fa
every now and then who says,
you tell him you tried to call hid
and couldn’t get him, that he
there all the time”. They also
acount

tl

I
f
answer V

explain why, when you
own telephone after a
delay, you
sometimes told by the operator!
“there is nobody on your line lA
The person who was calling yoJt
given you up and gone away,

store for you

I

f

There’s a surprise,
If you will bake
Your bread and pies with

I

fP

only way to keep happiness is to
We S3ve it when we scatter it
it.

The

give

everywhere._
Endorsed By The County.

popular remedy

“The most
County, and the best

in

Otsego

friend of ray family,” writes Wm. M. Dietz, editor and
publisher of the Otsego Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y., “is Dr. King’s New Discovery.
It has proved to be an infallible cure for
coughs and colds, making short work of
the worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe it to be the
most valuable prescription known for
Lung and Throat diseases.” Guaranteed
to never disappoint the taker, by E. G.
Moore’s drug store. Price 50c. and fl.
Trial bottle free.

“Town Talk” Flour
(America’s Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

\

No other way
makes such
Jksk your Grocer for "Tld-Biis” from “Town Talk”
Cook-book.

—

the latest

good things
On

baking daV.
°

played a judicial temperament ami

8 he iftlsmortt) American.

respect for th

AT

BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
¥. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager
W. It. Titl'S, Asuoclato Editor.
a year; ♦! 00 lor six
aid
cents for thr -e months; If
73 and 3N cents
HdvAiiC*, $; .V
arcents.
All
5
rcspoc'tlreiy. single copies
rearagt s arc reckoned at the rate of S3 per
I
year.
Advertlslrp Kates—A *c reasonable and will be
made known on application.

Subscription Prle —$-«»'
months; 50
In

American is 2.000 copies.

aesthetic standpoint has been entirely overlooked. Probably very few
of our residents realize what a beautiful city Ellsworth will become in the
near future. In the heart of the
town, just a few steps from the postan

will be located a magnificent
dam, the highest in New
England, rising seventy feet from the
surface of the water; on either side
gran-

in

ob-

wreck, although

the green verdure of the banks of the river. The
interior of the power house will be
fitted with modern water wheels, each
one of which is capable of developing one thousand, seven hundred

clude the peaceful meadow, the grateful shade of the woods and the rugged and picturesque ledges that add
ao much to the charm of Maine scenery. The waters of this lake will
form a place where in summer we

Praise service.Led

by O B Bowden

Business
Lesson Helps and How

to Use Them.
Rev A W Bailey
Music
Add ress. .Rev R L Olds

kuai

visionary

—

Sunday, Sept.
—Morning
Sunday school at 11.46. Junior
The accomplishment of this great league at 2.30. Evening service at 7 JO.
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
king that fat now nearing comin such a marvelously short' evening at 7J0.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
la due Bolely to three things—
Her. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
united effort and untiring labor. ;
Sunday, Sept. 1
Morning service at
We all love Ellsworth, and want j 10.30. Sermon
by pastor. Sunday school
Let us
aaa her thrive and prosper.
at 11.45.

j

10J0.

—

;

profit by

the

example aet

us,

this spirit of criticism and
r that has been so marked for the
tew years, gst ^together, and by

uited effort make EUswcrtb not only
ic of the moat beautiful but one of
e most progressive and prosperous
of

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at

7.30.

UNITARIAN.

Her. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
discontinued until Sept. 15.
East Lamoine, Sep. 1, at 3. p.
preaching by Mr. Sutton.

>

n*

pieces.

ia more satisfactory if the
CBantrD.
added while kneading after
AGKNT (loci' la er.rr lawn t« Mil !
When this bread is
I hr first raising.
flavoring extracts fall kinds), perfumes, i
twenty-four hours' old, slice aa thin aa toilet articles, patent medicines, etc. To the 1
right
party a liberal offer and permanent
with
and
evenly
pwsi Me, spread sparingly
work.
Address WixcuasTaa Ext. Company,
creamed butter, and pnt orange marma- Box m. Lynn. Maas.j
slices.
crusts,
between
lade
Removing
ol in triangles or any desired shapes, and
ftr &ut.
of
not
halves
meats, which
rarmth with
1 horse colander; new!
surunder
on
ot
butter
their
a
nerd
bit
and second-hand
wagons; four top
To keep buggies, second hand. open
Prices very low. L. s.
fs.,*. to keep them in place.
Triads
ill. Ellsworth. Me.
sandwiches.
aa
other
rr net, pa k the same
UMBER—A limited quantity of lumber—
It orange marmalade ia not procurable,
j Joist, planed spruce and pine boards,
make the sandwiches without, and even etc., at reasoaable
prices. M. C. A err in.
Cuniculocut Park Mills, Egypt.
hen you will have a delicious novelty.”
Me.__
"The result

nut meats

are

{ADY

CARRIAGES—One
I

m.

BAPTIST.

Her. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.
—
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by her lf,er this date
Dedham, Aug. It. ire.
Baer g„.c„
CAUTION NOTICE,
my wife, Aretha,, J
hat left m. bed end bo trd with,,4ord»u
t hereby glee notice that I ,hu“,‘
£•»•••
*
Mllaol her counseling alter tbta
dale.
io‘°A*
Kliawwrth. Maine, Aug
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Services
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derated

Stale and

I oal-llurtng Feat.
last.
Mi a* Carolina L Smith
- "•
In the sinking of the shafts for the new
TIT
A
TCI?—Open faced silver watch. Loci
of Salt lake City. I'tah. Frank M, of lias dun colliery. Sea ham harbor, Dur» to
between the Congregational church
ff
Bath, Mia. Hugh Oampbatl, Fred
ham. after the magnesian limestone had and residence of C R. Foster. Mala street. cock regie-.,y .,/ deeds, to United .vaie, Tra«
of Pori land, aa T uster ,e-uH«.
Walter L aad Miaa Lacy Smith, of Kll*- been penetrated (it was 360 feet thick), Will finder retain to H. P. Hopkins, Ells- Company.
It.
mortgage baud,,
u1e„' 7
worth*
I
bonds on loelted to >e por<ha.ei
worth.
yellow sands wen reached. In aneb per- lTaTIN
book with owner's ! mid Untied States Tru«CompVnv ’. Tr
H* aaa a mem her of Lygoaia lodge, F. maablc material near the sea pumping O nameRAO—Containing
rrom
the
sum
on fly leaf, and valuables.
of
Loot on
gfty.flTe thousand -i< huu-'
whlh ba. Ire, reaad A. M., Lr)ok lodge. I. O. O. F.. aad operations had to be undertaken on an Bay side road last Saturday, Aug. 17. Finder
will be rewarded by leturnlng to Finer Its- :
by said Trustee from the aale el real
Nokonit Kabakah lodge H*legating* from eilensivr scale, a total quantity of 7,060 tional Bank, Ellsworth.
Me.
bjr «*ld mortgage and which
ab 1° b* naed aad applied, under
tha maaoaic aad Kabakah lodgwa attended gallons a minute being disponed of. When
the
gold watch. Waltham,
I»or'g»g'. to the purchase
hi* faaerml, which aaa held at tha houar ■hi sand was reached it became obvious
No. M87VI. with fob attached,
leader Mid grat mortgage bond, at lh. lowest priceof
Friday aftarnooa. Set F. A. A. Killam. that ordinary pumping would be useless, will be »ui»aoly rewarded by returning same not eacwedlng one hundred and lire er cent
to Fnsn G. Surra. Ellsworth, Me.
of th* Baptiet char. h. ofBciatad. Thar* ao the extraordinary course waa taken of
he offered to the said Trust Compam
Writ
la road star Hancock vlllaee.
wan many Sofa! offering*.
*hf,oM be made loth.
the
water.
(reeling
lady'• gray cheviot Jacket with black col- United States Trust Company, of Portland.
Messrs. Uebbardt and Koenig, Nord- lar and cuffs. Call up or notify Tun Tabs a- j Trustee, on or befon August pi
ire. K1viDw
tins. Hancock Point, Me.
Ibo number of bond, and the lowest price to?
hauaru. unde.-toofc the freezing of the
('apt. James Parker Drag.
which soeh hood, will be sold in each case
by
were
shafts
S
which
the
James
Hanr, An*
ispecial
Lh, holders (hereof.
Opt.
ground through
Robles RaaLTY Conraav,
Jftlp CSLmtA.
Parker, of this place, proprietor of the aunk. Twenty-eight hole# were bored
Thornaa
Kearl,. Treasurer.
■»
largeat Ash-curing establishment la Han- r.-uud the shafts to a depth of four hunAugust 11, imt.
.ipcrUncd woman for pun) boom*
work In family of two adalu.
Want
cock roaBty-tsd oar of the beet-known dred and eighty-four feet, and in a circle
uuaaiMiu.vr.na<
RUTICE.
Mbs. A. L Budoow, oo (bo
Mprr work.
men oa the Maine roast, died Monday,
thirty feel in diameter. Saline freezing •nrry road.
Hancock as:—August M. 1907.
bore
He tittered from mixture was introduced irto the
R. th« undersigned, having been duly
aged aeventy-an ysars
\1/
for jrnrral work at city Loook
▼T
appointed by the Honorable Judge
a paralytic shock about a wsek ago, from
hole* by means of to baa, and all the
Rooms. Franklin atraot.
t>f Probate within and for said countv.com.
which ha did not rally.
subterranean water was frozen solid. The
miseioners to receive and decide upon the
claims of the creditors of John H. tfopkina,
National Bank Sutrmtnt.
Chpt. Parker came to Miami from loose sand below the limestone became
Of Eden, In said county, deceased, whose
The
Gloucester, Mass., twenty-Bve years ago. liks rock and had to be blasted.
Mtatc ban been represented insolvent, hereby
REPORT OP TBS
!**• V1*?** l>ol<c« agreeably to the order of
and established (he buelneee which has temperature of the frosen sand at the
mid Judge of probate, that liv months
gradually grown to its present propor- bolt..a of the pit sraa minus fourteen de- CONDITION from aad after August 6, 190?. have been
or ns
allowed to said creditors to present and prove
tions as on# of the largest in eastern grees centigrade. Thawing waa accomtheir claims, aad that ws will attend to the
brina
Maine.
plished by circulating warm
Inly assigned us at the office of Harry M.
Conners, la Bar Harbor, in said Eden, on
Hr tee ere a widow and flve sons.
All taro ugh the freezing tabes.
Wednesday, September 35, 1907, and Wednesat Ellsworth, in the Slat* of Maine,
tbr sons are in the fish business.
James
day. January It. 1909. at two of the o'clock in
at the close of bustneas,
Treatment of Bara*.
the afternoon on each of the said daw
and Fred bars been SIS printed with their
1907.
August B,
Hasby M. Connie*.
la cum of barn* death may be due
father here. Andrew and Guy ate at Baas
HHBSSBT L OkAHtit.
RESOURCE*.
■ret In asphyxia. secondly to shock, and
Harbor and Emery at Manaet.
Loans and discounts..
#407.1M 90
and
nn seen red,
INCIDENT
secured
IN
thirdly,
CUlflCL'LOCCtf
PARK.
septicwmia.
Overdraft*,
7.099 91
Funeral services will be held at Manaet
SO^MH :
Tb* medical man seldom get* the cue In U. 8. Bonds to secured ran lation...
very ealunbls cow “Muriel Ionise".
Bonds, securities, etc.
to-day. The remains will be takes to
490.40109
use
found
missing since Jaly It. 1907.
time to treat the Aral condition; the secBanking-house, furniture and fixfrowned la “Emergency Well" this morning.
(iloorester lor interment.
tures.-.
M00 90
ond is ementielly a general condition,
Aug. 14.1997, between 9 and 10 o'clock, by WilOther real estate owned..
4,500 00
liam Jordan and Raymond Clark. It was an
while the whole success in lire venting the Due from Htate banks and baukers,
S0>4? At
unavoidable accident, the ground and timberFatal Accident at beat Harbor.
7«/«j 51
third depends upon the immediate local Due from approved reserve agents
ing going down la ten feet of water with the
Check* and other cash items..
Mite Emil is Carbonario, a domestic em9 3*2 79 ;ow. •*Ooll*.H
treatment. It is therefore the lut condi- Notes of other National banks.
i.uuooo
Maby Cathauink Pubt* Austin.
was
at
deal
thrown
Iron
a
Hsrnor,
ployed
tion which must be considered here. Fractional paper currency, nickel*
and cents.
799 to
carriage w bile returning from a daore at
TAKE NOTICE.
is
a
the
it
acLawful
public
generally
I
money reserve in bank, vix,:
Northeast Harbor Saturday night, receiv- Among
penalty beside* Heine laws for close
Hpecie.#41.579 70
cepted idea that the thing to do in the
time is from $1000 to 95.000 or thirteeu
w
from
birh
she
died
s
short
Legal-tender
notes-4,51900
70
ing injuries
40,100
months la state prison; gunduys. 13.000 to
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Redemption fund with U. 8- Treastime afterw ard.
17.099 or fifteen month** imprisonment, in
urer (5 per cent.of circulation}.
2.50000
cover U with oil, and, indeed, even in
sac- and every cane of trespass in CuniculoThe horse was frightened by a Hath ol
:us parh from this dais.
some
let*
text
books
on
comparatively
Total. 9i.7St.2JS 79
Maiy C. F*et* Austin.
lightning and boiled. All foor occupants
a
mixture
known
u
“Carroo
oil”
LIABILITIES.
surgery,
Ang 31.1907.
of the carriage were thrown oat bat the
is advocated.
Capital stock paid in... #40,000 09
others escaped serious injury.
fund...
SPECIAL NOTICE.
50.000 00
The use of such applications cannot be 1 rturplus
Undivided profits, leas expenses
not trespass in Cuniculocus Park. I
and taxes paid.
too strongly deprecated, and indeed, if tb* 1
99,075 05
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rora the county of Hancock, the State cf
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Maine, sad tha United States of America
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Maby C. Furr* Austin.
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department
40
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unexpected delights
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srpticwmis after Cashier's checks
he has been duly appointed adminisI 99
outstanding.
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; Reserved lor interest.
JAKOLINE H. t»T*KLEY. lets of CRANsible to write plays of this sort with not
The whole aim and object of the
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only possible bot probable pints. M ith local treatment is to prevent sepsis; flour
n the county of
Hancock, deceased, and
RTATE OF MAINE.
All perbonds as the law directs.
liven
each of his plays be has attempted to and olive oil may be soothing sad
may
Corner or
Hskcocs **:—I, Henry W.
r»ne having deaaands against the estate of
demonstrate this point, but never so alley the peln, but then is no antiseptic Cus* wij. » ishier of ihe above-named hank, utid deceased are desired to presen< the
do* em
**?»» that the above statement
indebted
is rue
for settlement, and all
strongly as in “Heart* of Gold" which is property in them, rather they are ex- ] ist. ie
t!*e
of mv knowledge and behereto are requested to make payment tmlief
consistent, coherent and feasible. The cellent culture media for bacteria.
KhNaV W. CUo’.lMAN,Cashier.
Lewis G. Stanley.
Mediately.
huhecribed and sv.orn 10 before me this 97th
Cranberry 1st'a. Aug. 19,1907.
day seems to hive passed for such cheap
day off August, 1107.
A Misplaced Joke.
and ungarnisbed plays as have been seen
r.DMONfl J W ALUH.
Ptsfn*tonal tirli.
(*•*!•)
Lecturing at Haalemere ike other night
Notary Public
in recent years, and the time is ripe for
Correct—Attest:
such pieces as “Heagfa ot Gold". Reserved the Rev. Uuy tares pave e typim! illusC. CONAKV.
JO.iN A
PETSRd, 1
H
seats will be on sale at Moore’* drug-store 1 tration of hi* fnad of humor sad other
<»REELY.
}\ Directors.
M tivLLLRT,
ATTORNEY
of
lock
it.
people's
beginning Friday, Aug an.
AXI>
“I once-end only oa<*. bear in mind,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
AtotrrttumniU.
bemuse it is S dangerous thing to do -1
KEITH'S theatre:. BOSTON.
Libor day has come to ne looked upon one* made a Joke. It wu at a most mg at
"Ou t* formerly oceupieu <>y u. r.
which they had on* of those at roc Its*
as toe opening date of the (all and w inter
Bbckkpqkt, Me.
taut Block,
which hare almost died oat of civtllxed
season in theatricals, and next Monday
mean
votes
of
thanks
and
tb*
society—I
find
s
in
will
Keith
readiness to uphold its
J.
reputation as America’s foremost vaude- proppeer of it complimented me on my SSSSSS!^ I that will Mil lor tlW
ATTORNEY
ville theatre during the campaign of ltw- C'ormeh dialect.
You can purcham thla
»•' lotj 1
AND
“'Well,'! replied, ‘that's easy rnoagh
OS. There will be a number of superlative
land bargain for a aoaall Baa.
2 I
COUNSELOR AT LAW.
to understand, because I we* a minor myFtfteea mlnntea walk from
features included in next week's bill.
P. O. : markrl produce ratalag a
Hilliard and his company are to present self until 1 wu twenty-one year* of age.'
J
••
OJtM, Flrtt Xaltonal Ban* Buildine.
apociallp; rale a Iona of hap.
'Very praisewortkv,' called out a
• *;
“The Man w-ho Won the Pool", one of the
Main*.
Ellswoutk,
Don't pat It of -tka time la
3
i
from
the
end
eudiettor,
gentleman
best
in
vaudeville.
Gus
nobody
j
Edwards'
now—the place la Kllaworthseemed
to
realise
that
men
wu
a
every
“Blonde Typewriter", act introduces six
the prtoe la reaaoaable.
■a
L.
pretty and clever girls, and Johnnie SunLook It up—we'll look it over
Hi I
asscniflottniu
ley, a bright comedian and great dancer,
DEXTIST.
together— V will be aalieted
■1 a
in a most lively act.
i
with the prloe.
k
F H JELLleON. Water Mreet.
CUB Gordon, “The German Politician,'
14
Rom 8, Book Block.
ia in a class by himsell as a Dutch monoMA1.VF.
Eliawobtb.
logue entertainer. Gallagher and Barren
are to play
“The Battle ol Too-8oon", a
SEND 10
ASHUET
gem among acts of ill kind.
Dr. C. C.
There will be a dozen or more wonderful
of Bar Harbor,
acrobats with the Hassan Beu Ali troupe
hold la atom lot lie.
of Arabs. Kelly and Rose are two excelto
that he has installed
announce
bent
poet
on
aaaie
| \
1*1-1
da, agger In reealred. aegs
lent singers, while the Permane brothers
tear frntn all oeer the world.
Alao rtrwa at
:he latest and most improved highhctreantn
No
cheator comic ooea. hot artlatlc
are European tumblers who do a very ecand beautiful
Mend the to ceuta TtFDAY ami
frequency electrical machine, comcentric act.
aettbt cards bp nril mail. Addreaa
bined with the X-Ray apparatus for
Max DuSek, a musical contortionist;
1.1. IfLLArTT, OEFT. A., ELLSWORTH, ME.
.resting various diseases and for diagDorothy Kenton and her banjo; the Zaraostic work, especially in skin diseasrell brothers, posturers. Downing and Lejs and cancer.
va n, Hebrew comedians and parodists.
Tanner and Gilbert, in a pleasing sketch;
It’s an established fact that the XFatlUaaaat
for
the May sisters, sonbrettes, and tbs kinettreatment Is the best cure
Itay
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ograph will complete the programme.
ancer.
AND FIXTl
hhm aa wtrtag and lanWn fault ill, km
Prof. Brander Matthews, the essayist,
AHDRKW M. MOOR.
enlivened with an anecdote a ShakespeareLauad-p Bl-lg. (went end bridge).
Kllaworth. Subscribe for ThbAmehicah
Bacon discussion at the Players’ club in
New York: “A literary woman,” said
Prof. Matthews, “said one night to her
> ompeteal book-kt
husband: ‘When I get to Heaven, I am
going to ask Shakespeare whether or not
I o , I bf p-o It tu
be wrote those plays.’ The husband
tieulari. mailed ou request.
Q
he
won’t
be
chuckled.
‘Maybe
there,'
TDK DOE B USINEM COLLEGE.
he sdid. ‘Then you ask him,’ said the
Me.
Y. M. C. A. Bldg., Bougor,

Maine._
Sunday, Sept. 1
Morning service at
Secretary Taft’s western trip and 10JO. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
>
speeches In whieh be is annonne at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7.
Query meeting at 7 JO.
% the platform on which he asks the
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
asidential nomination continue to
Friday evening.
ract the attention of the politicians
BOMAN CATHOLIC.
While
Secretary
Washington.
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
; t haa not mad# nay effort to capSunday, Sept. 1 —High mass and serhis audionoes by bursts of ora- mon at 10J0. Benediction and
Sunday
it
is
or
of
generally
fancy,
school immediately after mass.
'/
flights
neded that be is daily becoming
In all things of the world, the men who
«f known and a more difficult
look for the crooked will see the crooked,
«ke for the anti-Roosevelt fac- and
the men who look for the straight will
■Iff defeat. Mr. Taft has amply see the straight_John Buskin.
that
to
bis adherence
Learn to give, and not to take; to
own hungry wants in
the
political and economic prop- drown your
of lending yourself to fulfil the
happiness
known as the interests of those
which
are
nearest or dearest to
|
t policies; he has also dis- rou.— Henry Scott Holland.
lady."
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J
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pi, than,

republican principle*
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it
luia
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Singing
dream that may be re- Benediction
•Heed in the future, but an almost ac- ,
CHURCH NOTES.
compile bed fact—a thing that the unCONGREGATIONAL.
tiring energies of the officials and ;
Her. H. B. Mathews, pastor.
neon of the near company will bring
Morning service at
to completion in a few short months, j Sunday, Sept. 1
Hatare has done mach for Ells- 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.15.
worth, and now man has so added to
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7JO.
bar attractions that it is safe to say
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
,by another summer, no more atHer. V. F. Hendee, pastor.
>
will
in
New
exiet
1
city
Eng1
service at
so

to

tinea

Do

Scripture reading and praver

ether duties.

an

cam*

tier

““e
*1^'r»ldta»

_

Evening.

enjoy at ail times boating and
fishing, and in winter, skating, ice.Moating and tobogganing, without being obliged, as at present, to take at
laast a day away from our homes or
may

uogi vi

He

bVeth

AN

How to Choose Books (or the Sabbath
School Library.Dea F H Smith
Making the Most of 8 8 Concerts.
Mtsr E M Olds
Missions in the Sabbath School,
Mrs LileC Smith
Shall we Introduce Rally and Decision
Mias Carrier
Days?
Supplemental Work Opening and Closing
Exercises........Ray C Carter
Finances of the Sabbath School,..Rev E Bean
Picnic sapper in the chapel

at it on rare occasions, but
will have at our very doorsteps, almost, a lake more beautiful
than Nicolin, whose shores will in-

"One-half

half

ars :* firasjsft zeSte^'i

JACKET

by
Dority
We all know how beautiful is lake
Prayer.Rev C C Ko$h
!
and
it
is
so
Nioolin,
yet
comparatively Bible reading...Conducted by Rev A W Bailey
inaccessible that few of us have a1 Business
chance to enjoy more than a fleeting Primary work.Mrs Alice Stewart

glance

j

dt«wtu!f

HUXTING-CASB

lining, the handsome windows, the
shining metal, will make this building
j
a fitting plaoe to house the most modautomobile that passed his house soon
ern electrical plant in New England,
afterwards.
and will be a matter of pride to Ellsworth people and a show place for
Bltiesedgbrook Association.
visitors from other places.
The annual convention of the Bluesedgof
At the foot
Sterling street the brook Sunday school association will be
company will construct a public held at the FirBt Baptist church, 8edg>
wharf, from which a graveled path wick, next Wednesday, Sept. 4, afternoon
will lead to a concrete platform over- and evening. The afternoon services will
looking the dam and lake. This lake, : begin at 2 o'clock, and the evening service
at 7.
Programme:
right in the heart of the city, will be :
Afternoon.
its crowning glory and attraction. I
Dca H S
Praise service...Led

soon we

known to moat of my readers, ao I will
which go to
give a lint of the ingredients
make it, but will presuppose that you
known the principles of bread-making,

c.neer

wee

l^»?d ®£S*_*?!'I*'*-,

County Commissioner Fred R. Page,
residing on a farm some four miles oat of
Bncksport, says a correspondent, was surprised to see a couple of deer jump into
his barnyard the other day. Be had just
stabled his team after hauling in a load of
bay, and as he came out saw a deer bolt
over a hammock occupied by his da ugh- |
ter and continue over the fence, coming to
Mr.
a halt only after entering his barn.
Page is ot the opinion theee deer were in
the road, and were frightened by an ]

horse-power, harnessed to immense
electrical generators.
The tiled floor,
enameled brick

un-

«u

pert of it

worst

frit

—

wuo

do* to

the reetpe of which, 1 think, la

1V Termer-.
twenty-one; but the ;
Wlr,
• rery
when the local newseyreful about he ch u r,
was
sent
to
me
at
the
end
which
of
paper,
the week, stated: ‘In responding to a
vote of thanks the reverend gentleman rtumacb aad
the
audV^yj...'?
'e
tracts
explained his familiarity with the Cor- *[• P^nOftwd processes which
nish dialect by the fact that he himself
worked in tbe mines until he was twentyone years off age/*
f the mouth aad the foul
ci?'1 f il-u
buttha corruption of the
puree-,,.!.0' "fh.ythe
blood mod
the dleeemln.iL.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
throughout the hodr. r>r S,,1 °f disease
Contain Mercury,
Medicsi IHscerery makes th<- !rcp * ’’‘ddeu
u *>« fo7 th.
as mercury will surely destroy the sense off
«tv
waehlngand aon bath do f„r
smell and completely derange the whole eyach>,”ho''be
tern when entering H through the mucous lately leoiwe. everv telutln* »,,‘r“ ,s*»element. “Golden
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
Medical&
except on prescriptions from reputable phvel- talas m» alcobo!. Its loKrcdlent*
S°°*
*
printed ou each bottle-wrapper.
*-tan*. as the damage they will do is tea fold
,>l*1nlT
to the good you can possibly derive from
them. HaU*s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by >
*
F. 4. Cheney It Co., Toledo, O- contains no
Special 5;ottrtsk
M. *n*.
mercury, aud is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces
CAHn or THA.N'K**
Hall's
Catarrh
Cure
of the system. In buying
be sore you get the genuine. It la taken
•«
internally and made to Toledo. Ohio, by F. 4. .•«rd during the
M
"
tlloi.V.nd
de,‘
Cheney A Co. Testimonials free.
husband and frther. Me,, ,
“ur
Sold bv druggists. Price 75c. per bottle.
4,,‘1
all thorn who a nt dower,,
w
extend ie0r
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
etteud
«tn.
ceroet thanks
__>*»»■ M C. Smith and Ftuicr,
minor until he

flomareiUr, Mam

The death of Cbpt. James Parker at
Menset removes tbe man who has done
more
than any other one man in the
development of tbe Ashing industry of
Hancock county.

striking contrast to

bread

EUaworth in IWt, of
salt, one-half a yeast cake dissolved in
beta hta home. | wo
it
tablespoonfuls of lukewarm water,
enin
horae*
and
He
dealt lartrelp
one-half cupful of white flour and enough
gaged in IrtH kmf.
rntlra wheat flour to knead, and one cupr
He look an actiea part in town affair*,
fol of llnglish walnut or pecan not meats
hi
la pofttna be w». a re pn
nan, haltering
broken in
H. Smith

Tbe reunion season is on tbe wunsi
Tbe
and the fair season has opened.
weather, too, feels decidedly “fairish’’.

At the foot of the dam, on the westnestles the
ern shore of the river,
power house, a handsome structure of
stone, whose red tiled roof will form

■ llli

aae

and the* ha*

_

withstood the

Itself.

S»

the roo*t
a* on# of
and of treat pbreknl

of thr atomach
For two year* poal Mr. Smith had barn In
fail in* health, bat with n wiU power in
keeping with hi* pbyei |»* he f.mght
again*! tt, and not until lit month* ago
I hath

The village improvement society of Bar
Harbor is taking another automobile
ballot.

storms of countless ages, but which
seem no more enduring than the dam

•

of men.

aandwichc* are as acceptable
at an afternoon tea or evening reception
at at a picnic.
They are made from a
"Somerset

endue* tree,

COUNTY (iOSWIP.

and becomes a com-

pictnresqne

mafali d

rwt*4

it ia a fact
that be is worn out with the heavy
responsibilities of his high position.

masonry

the

ton*

wich:

aa a man.

cupful of scalded milk, onecupful of boiling water, one-half
We have been assured on very good aae the nature of thr dteeaee known.
I lahleapoonful of lard, one-half tableMr Smith wae born la t attbrwo* April
authority that this rumor Is untrue.
butter, two tablespoonluls of
| w|n, -mful ofthree-fourth*
of
Moor*
and
Chriatiati*
At least five hundred horse power IS, tsth. the eon
of a teaapoonful

a nervous

office,

ite bluffs that have

**te»med tor atalwart worth

tk nal taaoe*. bat be wae not one who aae
hound bard and tael by party Unas, and in
municipal aflhir* both partita hare felt the
The reports that Secretary of State weight of hi* influence and hard work
break
a
nervous
suffered
Root has
both for and againat them. Ha had •erred
down, has quarreled with the Preei- the city aa mad rammiaaioaer.
Aa • yawn* man, Mr. Smith waa an atb
dent, contemplatea resigning from
In the dare
the cabinet, etc are authoritatively late of more than I oral lame
the flee-boar or iong-diatanew running
denied. Mr. Root has had no quar- of
race*, ha waa the reoogniaed champion id
rel with the President, and he haa
thee aectloo
Ha waa a loter of tha caaec.
no thought of
resigning from the too, and waa known aa on* of th* moat
cabinet. On the contrary, he expects aorceaaful deer hunter* ia
Hancock
to start next month for Mexico, where meant*.
Dias
President
he will be the guest of
• r. Smith it ewrriead by a widow and
for a short time. Neither is Mr. Root •area rhildnn-Mr* Moray W. Tripp, of

Ellsworth Beautiful.
So much has been said and written
about the advantages that must accrue
to Ellsworth from a business point of
view, through the construction of the
new dam, that the improvement from

ponent part of

ttcwta c. Mm.

•>!
la IW death on Wadnaaday
lax nek of Mom C. Smith, klleaorth
leak no* of it* heat-known rititan*. and
owa

A rumor has been current recently
that the Mar Harbor A I'nion River
Power Co. has arranged to send all
the power to be developed at the new
plant, to plares outside of Ellsworth

ditional horse-power could be
2,304 tained in about a year’* time.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28,1907.

joins

feared

be obtained by
substituting larger
water wheels in one of the units In
the new power house, and If there was
any demand for it, three thousand ad-

This week’s edition of The

this dam

no doubt,

will be available for use In Ellsworth
immediately, five hundred more can

Business comruurilcttbH s should be addressed
to, and all checks and inoneT orders made payable t«* Thl Hancock county Publishing
CO, Ellsworth, Maine.

Average

|

republicans who!

that President Roosevelt was going
too far in his efforts to correct all
evils through the federal government

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

for the year of 1906,

constitution which are

have, unwarrantably,
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strictly

>

attractive to tome
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A Krw Sandwii’li.
Fannie
Ia H’Mina'i Ho«i»
Merritt Farmer, an authority on cooking,
sandgive* the following recipe tor a new

tmm art.
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automobile accident happened last
near the schoolhouse
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
which came near being serious.
A team
Fred Jones, of Belfast, spent Sunday in which were Mrs. Charles G. Moore, of
the Falls, and Mrs. Russell
with his mother here.
Harvey and
C.ipt. Nelson Lord and family have her little son Albert, of Massachusetts, was
being driven towards Ellsworth when an
returned to Brewer.
automobile approached. When the horse
Samuel Jones, who was ill a few days
gave signs of fright, Mrs. Harvey alighted,
ago, is slowly improving.
but Mrs. Moore and the boy remained in
Robert Walker and wife, of Belfast, the
carriage. In her efforts to drive the
called bn friends here last week.
horse by the machine, he became someThe farmers generally have finished what unmanageable, and turned into the
haying, and find the crop somewhat below gutter, throwing Mrs. Moore to the
the average.
ground. In her fall she struck her foreMrs. Foster Strout, who has been at head against a wheel, and a cut about an
Mrs. Hattie Tapley’s, left for her home in inch and a half long resulted. She was
taken to the office of Dr. Woodruff, who
Portland last week.
Clarence Tapley, of Ellsworth, and Miss dressed the wound. The horse turned
Belle Smith, of Sedgwick, are visiting completely around, and ran back up the
road, but was stopped before any damage
their grandparents, Capt. Thomas
Tapley was done.and wife.
An

Friday afternoon

j

Capts. James H. Tapley, Arthur and
James Green are at home for a few weeks,
while their steamers are undergoing
repairs in New London, Conn.
Mrs. Eldridge, of Castine, who for the
past thirteen years has been a teacher in
the American International
college at

!

Houses, Farms,
Woodland,
FOR

build.
One house with stable on Oak street—
modem and in good repair.
m
One house on Birch avenue in fine
order and modern; hss than half
cost to build a few years ago.
One house on State street; one on
Central street; several on Water
street; also the J. A. Taylor house;
also thellall estate

on the sick list.
Allen Meader has left for his western
home.

CHILDREN OF ZABCD FOOTER.

Descendants of Zabud Foster

I Of Additional

and

Wife Oather In Ellsworth.
A
est

held

in

Ellsworth

m at hot

pagtt

PENOBSCOT.

reunion ol more than ordinary interwas

County Ann,

Mrs. F. A. Hiller end daughter Marion
have returned from a visit in Portland.

yesterday

the descendants of Zabod and Nancj
Miller Foster got together. Unlike man]

whan

in

family.

of the family reunions which bare grow a
to large proportions and brought into th<
circle many remote connections, making
the reunion more the nature of a big picnic, this reunion was confined to on<
family, and reached only to the third
generation; yet about forty were present.
Zabud Poster and his wife came to Ellsworth from Bristol, Me. Mr. Poster was
one of a family of thirteen children, and
Mrs. Paster was of a family of nine. Tc
them were born ten children, all of whom
are living, all of whom married and have
children, and some of them grandchildren. Among the children of Zabud Foster and their wives and husbands there
has been but one death, that of Mrs.
Miller Poster.
Of the ten children, all but one, John
B. Foster, of Deer Isle, were present at
the reunion. The oldest representative of
the family present was Mrs. Emma Dev-

Herman Qrindle, who has employment
Bangor, spent Sunday in town with his
W.

J. Creamer, of Stockton, arrived
Saturday to spend Sunday with his family
who are visiting here.

Edgar Snowman, of Or land, has been
visiting his grandparents, John Snowman
and wife, the past week.
Frank Wardwell and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a baby
girl born Saturday, Aug. 24.
Benjamin Snowman and son Howard, of
Southington, Conn., are visiting his parents, L. A. Snowman and wife, for two
weeks.

Mrs. W. J. Creamer and son Warren and
J. Creamer, jr., of Stockton, were
guests of Mrs. Nelson WardweU last
week.
W.

Congratulations

|
|

are

being

extended to

Edwin Leach and wife upon the arrival
of a boy baby born Sunday, Aug. 25.
Quite a number from here attended the
tield-day exercises at Bluehill mineral
springs, Wednesday. There was some
good speaking and all report a pleasant
time.

went

around calling

1_LORD.

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Fred Hooper, of Skowhegan, is in town
for a few days.

relatives, apparHarry Saunders, of Brockton,
boy. He worked in friends here Sunday.

Robert Leighton, wife and son John, of
visited Capt. W. L. Pratt and

Boston,

wife, recently.
Dr. Gott, of New York, with little
daughter Marie Violet, is spending his
vacation at Pleasant View farm.
The Fullertons will hol t their annual
reunion at Betts ball, Barside, Sept. 10.
All relatives are cordially invited.
Mrs.

Mary Carter, with little grand-

daughter, Gladys Pinkham,

is in Marlboro visiting her sister, Mrs. Susan Mos-

ley.
Percy Garland, who has been in Bouton
the past three years, was at home
recently
for a short visit to his
parents, Adalbert
Garland and wife.

called

on

their home in North Livermore the present week.

Friday afternoon Mrs. E. F. Young gave
a surprise party to her daughter Anna, it
being her birthday anniversary. Nearly
all of the party was made up of former
schoolmates. The afternoon was delightfully spent. A number of tokens were
left, together with kind wishes for many
returns of the day.
Y.
Aug. 27.
_

DEDHAM.
Miss Ethel Rowe, of Augusta, is visiting
friends here.
Miss Gladys Eldridge is spending
days at Carmel.

a

Mrs. F. A. Black has returned from
relatives in Pittsfield.

a

Mrs. Julia Gray is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. William Williamson, of Brewer.
Maurice Moore and son Waverly have
been to Bourne, Mass., visiting relatives.
Mrs. Arie Burrill and daughter Gertrude are visiting relatives in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. G. P. Goodwin is at a hospital in
Bangor receiving treatment for nervous
ailments.
Mrs. Henry Dell and sons, of Quincy,
Mass., are spending the summer with Mrs.

Misa Etta Saunders, of Bangor, is the
of Mrs. W. P. Dodge.
E. J. Bwett and wife, of Newport, were
at W. P. Dodge’s a few days last week.

mel.

Mrs. Jenkyns, of Tobique, N. B., is
spending a few weeks with her daughter,
Mrs. E. A. Thompson.
B.
Aug. 26.
_

SARGENTVILLE.
been

Edward Brown and wife.

Capt. L. J. Sargent and wife, of Brooklyn, N. Y., were in town last week, guests
of Capt. J. N. Sargent and wife.
Pitt W. Danforth and wife, who have
Mrs. P. W. DeBeck and children reDana Crockett, who has been with his
to bis turned to their home in West Franklin been spending the summer at Ashlawn,
uncle, Will Dodge, has returned
have returned to Melrose, Mass.
home in Hancock.
Thursday.
John Bridges and wife, of Cambridge,
Mrs. Lizzie McNeil and Miss Vera MerFrank Dodge, of Passadumkeag, aged
Buckarill, of New York, are guests of Luther Mass., and Fred Stafford and wife, of
seventy-seven years, walked from
distance of ten
Faneuil, Mass., returned home Saturday.
Bridges and wife.
port to Coleman Gray’s, a
next day he
Sim.
Aug. 26.
R.
Aug. 26.
miles, last Thursday, and the
G. E. Hardy, wife and children spent a
few days last week with relatives in West
Ellsworth.

(Genie M]

GOOGINS—At Trenton, Aug 28, to Mr and
Mrs Lewis B Googins, a son.
OROSS—At Oceanville, Aug 18, to Mr and Mrs
Lester M Gross, a son.
HANNA—At East Sullivan, Aug 24, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene C Hanna, a son.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Aug 25, to Mr and Mrs
Edwin S Leach, a son.
ROBBINS—At Stonington. Aug 28. to Mr and
Mrs Charles W Robbins, a daughter.
WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Aug 24, to Mr
and Mrs Frank W Wardwell, a daughter.
WATSON—At Ellsworth, July 19, to Mr and
Mrs George S Watson, a daughter.
WHITCOMB—At Ellsworth, Aug 23, to Mr
and Mrs Benjamin B Whitcomb, a daughter.

We are ready to make your own
teeth healthy again, or to provide perfect-fitting, fully guaranteed artificial teeth; have
every up-to-date

LUFKIN—DOYLE—At Gouldsboro, Aug 21,
N R Pearson, Miss Rebecca H Lufby Rev
kin, of Corea, to Edwin W Doyle, of East
Sullivan.
MAYO— 8TAPLES—At Brooklin, Aug 17, by
Rev Albert W Bailey, Miss Caro F Mayo to
Charles E Staples, both of Brooklin.

$m[ D. D. I

6. L

51 Male St.,

LELAND—At Bar Harbor, Aug 22, Mrs Lavina Leland.
PARKER—At Manset, Aug 25, Capt James
Parker, aged 76 years.
SAWYER—At Orland, Aug 23, Lyman A Sawyer, aged 75 years, 4 months, 9 days.
SMITH—At Ellsworth, Aug 21, Moses C Smith,
aged 59 years, 4 months.
STINSON—At
Stonington, Aug 22, Levi
Knight Stinson, aged 67 years. 9 days.
WASSON—At Bucksport, Aug 25, John Sewell
Wasson, aged 49 years.

MARINE LIST.

Bangor, Me.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether It’s
nace—if it is

a

range

or a

fur-

"Clarion”, it to
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Go.
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

DIED.

facility; charge

moderately.

MARRIED.

a

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

Something

new

in Ellsworth.

PUBLIC

AUTOxViOBILE
1 have a Ford Runabout Automobile which is available for public service every afternoon.

Terms Reasonable.
Kllswnrth Port.
Ar Aug 23, sch Wesley Abbott, New York,
coal, F 8 Lord
Sid Aug 26, sch Storm Petrel, Franklin, load
staves, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co, Rondout
Ar Aug 27, sch Ann C Stuart, Portland
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar Aug 23, schs Lavolta
and Winchester
Sid Aug 19, schs Carrie Miles, New Bedford;
Catherine, Beaton
Aug 20, sch Alice J Crabtree
Aug 22, schs Lizzie Lee and Julia Frances
Aug 23. sch Georgietta

He.

1804-1907.

HEBRON ACADEMY
Boys

For

and Qirls.

Thorough Preparation lor Collage and Jcltntl
He School*.

fnllip
buildings, steam heat, electric light,
telephone, etc. Efficient corps of Teachers.
Physical Instructor all the yanr.
No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind ana
body.
Fall Term Beyls, Tuesday, Sept It, 1907.

Modern

Hair

Buy

FRANK E. GRAY,

Ellsworth,

Courses for these who caaeet attend

3ftbrrtisfft.ciua

For

catalogue and further information,
address. Principal,
W. E. Sargent, Hebron, Maine.

atAjiction?
At any rate, you

seem

to

be

getting rid of it on auction-sale
principles: “going, going,
”
g-o-n-e !
Stop the auction
with Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It
certainly checks falling hair;
no

mistake about this.

It

acts

regular medicine; makes
the scalp healthy. Then you
must have healthy hair, for
as a

it’s nature’s way.
The beat kind of

parents.

Guy T. Mitchell, of Melrose, Mass., has
visiting friends at Ashlawn.
William Hooper, of Boston, is visiting
H. P. Long arrived Tuesday from Hal- his parents, W. P. Hooper and wife.
Frank M. LeMonn and Ralph Jackson,
Frank Grindal and wife, of Roxbury,
who have been here for a few weeks, re- lowell in his new naphtha boat.
S. Watson Cousins has gone to Frye- Mass., are guests of I. P. Grindal and
turned to Boston Saturday. Mrs. LeMonn
wife.
will remain a while longer.
burg, where he has employment.
EMrs. Waldo Kingsbury and Miss Vesta
Aug. 25. ___
About thirty from here attended the
picnic and clam-bake at South Surry Fri- Bowden visited friends at Penobscot last
NORTH ORLAND.
week.
day.
| Mrs. Caroline White has gone to Brewer
Miss Martha Brown, of Concord, Mass.,
Mrs. S. Whitcomb Cousins and grandfor a visit.
is spending a few weeks with her parents,
son, Thomas Soesman, are visiting in Carg

BOWDEN—At Bluehill, Aug 28, to Mr and
Mrs Irving N Bowden, a son.
CONDON—At South Brooksville, Aug 18, to
Mr and Mrs James S Condon, a daughter.

few

visit to

Dell’s

BORN.

is

ently as sprightly as a
the logging woods last winter and drove
Mrs. Cora Hill, of Westboro, Mass., is
an ox team seventy-four
days and is in visiting relatives here.
hopes to get a chance to drive it again
Mrs. Mary Gillis and daughter Hazel
next winter.
are spending the week at
Northport.
Warren Moore is home for a short time.
Miss Tina Stinson, of Stonington, is
A friend, Ed. Howes, who has been with
him, has returned to his home in Bing- visiting at Mrs. Charles Dahlquist’s.
Abner Gray and wife, of Prospect, spent
ham.
Daniel Rogers has rented his interest a few days last week a N. Bowden’s.
One of the late arrivals here is a girl
in the saw mill to his partner, W. C. Ingalls, and has gone to El Paso, Tex., for baby at the home of Irvin Bowden and
wife.
an indefinite period.
B.
Aug. 26.
Misses Jennie and Belle Wight, of
Penobscot, spent a few days last week
NORTH SEDGWICK.
with Mrs. Abbie Cushing.
Mrs. M. A. Wright, of Chicago, is the
Mrs. Maggie Hale returned home Friguest of Mrs. R. A. Elwell.
day, after an extended visit with friends
Clarence Campbell and wife, of Man- in Rockland and Hampden.
chester, N. H., are guests of Roy P. Allen
William Thompson and wife, of Bangor,
and wife.
who have been visiting relatives and
Eric Closson, who has been very ill friends here, returned home Friday.
three weeks with diphtheria, is now able
Mrs. I. B. Gerrish had the misfortune to
to walk out.
fall and hurt her shoulder quite badly
Miss Eva Eibel, of Melrose, Mass., who last Thursday. No bones were broken,
has been the guest of Miss Esther Allen and she will be well enough to be moved
two weeks, returned home Saturday.
to her home in Brockton soon.
D.
Aug. 26.
Several of our grangers attended the
field day picnic at the mineral spring,
NORTH LAMOINE.
Bluehill, and enjoyed the day greatly.
Newell Tripp has returned to ConnectiH. L. Elwell, of Woodfords, who has
cut for employment.
been visiting his mother, leaves to-day
Mrs. Etta Jones and son, of Massachufor Bangor with his daughter Amy.
They
will attend the fair before returning to setts, are visiting relatives here.
Prof. Helon McFarland and wife, who
Woodfords.
Mrs. Della Lemoreaux and little son, of have spent the past month here, returned
to their home in Chicago.
Manchester, N. H., who have been in town to-day
for two weeks, returned to Brooklin to
Harvey Bragdon took a party from here
visit her grandmother before returning to South Gouldsboro in his launch Saturto Manchester.
day. An enjoyable time is reported.
Rev. W. H. Rice and daughter, Mrs.
A church sociable was held at the
grange hall Saturday evening under the Alton Tripp, with little son, return to

*•*"

Mrs. Leonard Hodgkins.
Alton Smith, of Brewer, is visiting his
sister, Mrs. George Fullerton.

NORTH BLUEHILL.
J.S. Clark, of Dorchester, Mass.,
visiting A. T. Gillis.

GREELY,

READY FOR
TOOTH HELP

Barron and wife, last week.

on

ereux, who is in her eighty-sixth year,
and smart and active, and the youngest
was
little Constance Osgood, of Ellsworth, aged twenty months, also smart
and active.
All who attended the entertainment at
The reunion was held under the beautiful oaks on Turner’s hill, near the site of Bagaduce hall, South Penobscot, Thursday
The
the old homestead of the Foster family. evening, report a pleasant time.
Rev. V. young ladies having the entertainment in
At 1 o’clock dinner was served.
F. Hendee, pastor of the Methodist charge deserve much credit.
Merle F. Bridges and wife entertained a
church, offered prayer. There are famous
cooks in the Poster family, and the dinner party of friends at their home Monday
was
a
The evening was pleasantly
spread on Turner’s hill yesterday
evening.
delight to eye and palate.
spent with whist and music. Ice-cream direction of Miss Abbie Elwell. Ice-cream
a
At a business meeting
family organ- and cake were served by Mrs. Bridges, was served. There were tables for fancy
ization was formed, the following officers assisted by her sister, Miss Luella Snow- things, home-made candy and a
guess
being elected: President, C. R. Foster; man. Those present were Elmer Snow- cake. Proceeds, £16.
vice-president. Stetson Foster; treasurer. i man and wife, Edward Snowman and
Rae.
Aug. 26.
Austin M. Foster; secretary, Georgia C. : wife, C. K. Bridges and wife, Dr. M. A.
Foster.
The president, vice-president : Wardwell and wife, Mrs. H. C. Perkins,
PRETTY MARSH.
and secretary were made a committee on Herman Perkins, L. A. Luey, Misses
Charles M. Moffett is visiting his mother
the next reunion to select both time and Marion and Mary Luey, Harold Johnson,
at The Boulders.
Luella Snowman, Robert Snowman.
place.
Mrs. Philena Folger, of Boston, is visitmo uuuureu ui muuu ruu
Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., held its
ler Poster present at the reunion were annual sale and entertainment at grange ing relatives here.
Mrs. Irving Osgood, Curtis R., Austin M., hall Tuesday evening, Aug. 20.
Harvey P. Freeman, of steamer MineThe
and Albert E. Foster, ot Ellsworth; Mrs. entertainment was as follows:
Piano ola, has been spending his vacation here.
1
Gaton 8. Osgood, ot Bluehiil; Stetson duet, Nina Varnum, Mrs. M. A. WardMrs. Winslow Newell and Mrs. Frank
Foster, ot Boston; Miller N. Foster, ot well; reading, Carrie Perkins;
fancy Garfield, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. V.
Wakefield, Maas., James E. and F. Loring dance, Marjorie Luey; reading, Martha D. Smith.
Foster, of Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Benjamin Carter, who has been at
Binder; vocal solo, Percy Perkins; readOther members ot the family present ing.
Miss Goddard;
reading,
Lucy the Freeman house for some days, returned
were Mrs. Emma Devereux, of Castine,
Perkins; piano duet, Nina Varnum, Belva home Thursday.
a sister of Zabud Foster; Mrs. E. E. MorWardwell. After the entertainment there
Alfred Stahlnacke and wife, of Brookgan, of Auburndale, Mass., whose first hus- was a sale of fancy and work aprons,
lyn, N. Y., have been visiting Mrs. Stahlband was Joseph Foster, a brother of Za- flowers and ice-cream.
Proceeds, f38.40. nacke’s
sister, Mrs. Allen Smith.
Si'BA.
bud; Ernest F. Osgood and wife, of BerAug. 26.
M. J. Atherton and family will be at
lin, N. H.; Dr. Harry W. Osgood, wife
Castle Atherton until Aug. 30, instead of
GREAT POND.
and daughter Constance, of Ellsworth;
Mrs. James E. Foster, Mrs. Alonzo \V.
Mrs. Jackson has returned to her ho me leaving the 23d, as reported in last week’s
paper.
Cleaves and daughter Frances, of Bar ! in Brighton.
Hon. Charlton Yarnell is soon to have a
Harbor; Harold H. Foster, Wakefield,
James Sheridan and wile, ol AmsterMass.; Mrs. Stetson Foster, Frances Fos- dam, N. V., are guests of Mrs. Sheridan’s bungalow built on his lot on Goose Marsh
ter, Helen
point, near the one belonging to George
Foster, Boston; Gaton S. brother, Charles Emery.
H. Pepper, of Philadelphia.
Osgood, Blanche P. Osgood, Allie F.
Fred Whitney, of Lowell, and Ernest
G.
Aug 26._
Osgood, Bluehiil; Mrs. F. Loring Foster,
of Somerville, Mass., are visiting
Dunn,
Mrs. Fred Carter, Hazel A. Foster, Bar
Ezra Williams.
their
uncle,
Harbor; Mrs. Austin M. Foster, Miss
EAST BLUEUJLL.
Mr. Curtis, of Boston, who has purGeorgia Foster, Herbert R. Foster, Mrs.
Lester Grindle is at home from Redbeside
Long
pond,
Curtis R. Foster, Miss Paulene Foster, chased camp Octagon
stone, N. H.
Mrs. A. E. Foster, Arthur L. L. Foster, is occupying it with a party of six.
is the guest
George Smith, of Hallowell,
A pleasant sociable was held at the hall
*
Ellsworth._
of H. P. Long and wife.
evening. Thanks are due summer
Friday
MOUTH Ob THE KIVEK.
George Hussey, of Everett, Mass., is the
visitors for their help in its social and
Mrs. Stella Ross, of Brewer, is visiting financial success.
guest of M. H. Long and wife.

|

School street.

Work.
Oas, Kthei and
Mrs. Maria Standley went to Lynn,
Springfield, Mass., gave a very interesting
Cocaine for 1‘ainles- Extalk in the chapel Wednesday evening.
Mass., Thursday.
tra.tiou.
The ladies of the sewing circle held
G. B. Floyd returned Sunday from a
their annual sale iu the chapel Aug. 19. visit to his son Fred at Searsport.
The sales were brisk at the tables. Miss
Joseph A. Stackpole and wife will enLucy Jones and Miss Ethel Stevens had tertain the DeBeck reunion at their home
charge of the aprons and fancy articles; Wednesday, Aug, 28.
Miss Bertha Darby the fruit and candy;
DENTIST.
Mrs. John Coughlin, with her father and
Miss Hattie Tapley and Mrs. Lauchli •
is staying for a few weeks at her Main street,
children,
Ellsworth*
Davis the ice-cream. Supper was served
at Patten’s pond.
at 6. There was an entertainment in the camp
Inez Hamor, of Salisbury Cove, and Mr.
evening. Net proceeds, §60.73.
Smith visited her uncle and aunt, George
*ug. 26.
Tomson.

BUnding, from left to right: Austin M., John B., F. Loring, Stetson, Miller N.
Bitting, from left to right: Curtis R., Mrs. Irving Osgood, James E., Mrs. Gaton S. Osgood, Albert E.
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TO BENT—House with stable in
good locality, ready for immediate
occupancy.

S

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Isabel Smith is

SALE.

I have to offer several moderatepriced houses at about half the cost to

H.

FOSTER FAMILY REUNION.-

in n

'4W)fTtl«l!Wo:#

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

**8old lor

over

a

testimonial—

sixty years/*

Mjido by J. C. Ayer Co.. Lowell. Mam.
Al#o manufacturer# of

M.

f

At

SARSAPARILLA.

JLll/erSl^y
A

PECTORAL.

Positive
CURE

Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
absorbed.
is
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased membrane. It cures Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Ii«. 1 quickly. Resto. 3 the Ft rises of
T usti and S::ic 11. Full size 5ftcts., at Drugs ;>r by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
Fir brothers, 56 Warron Street, New York.
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
"HO

All kinds of la»ndry work done at short notice.
Goods called reraad delivered.

M. B. ESTEY A CO.,

WEST END

when at the small cost of 10
(or years you can have a sharp C
*
and an easy shave by using

FAT, WO WASH Rl,”

BHIDUE,

ELLSVFjRrii.

MA

•DIAMOND
Sent

27

EDGE RAZOR F
Uewipt of 10 ce°^

on

K, A. DANIELS.
Dane Ave., Sumervilli

*

iri

HK1UCAN has s^/ scrihers at

107

vacation with his parents, Colman Hod*kina and wife. Hi* wife came soma weak*

SMittiumnut.

|

^

12 1 post-offices in Hancock county. ]
All the other papers in the County combined do not "each so many. The American >< not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
of New York
Insurance
be, hut it ie the only paper that can properly he called a COUNTY paper; all the
UNDER A NEW MANAGEMENT
rest are merely local papere. The eircutaThe American, barring the Bar
<ic>
Harbor Record’s summer list, ie larger With the standard policies and the safeguards established by the laws of New
than that of all the other papers printed
York—the most exacting ever enacted
in Hancock county.
With the Company’s vast resources—greater by many mdlions than those of

tf the

THE MUTUAL LIFE

Daniel Morrison and children, ot
!
Winter Harbor, are visiting their aunt,
Mr*. Mary McIntyre.
Frank Jones, who has been visiting hi*
niece, Mrs Gardiner Bowden, has returned
Mrs.

Company

any other company in the world—now
able securities consistent with safety
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other payee

eee

FRANKLIN.
Rev. A. W. Loritner returned from his
vacation Friday.
Mrs. A.
business

C. Bunker

was

in

Bangor

The best
The best

Wednesday.

Mrs. Nettie Dyer is spending the week
with relatives in East brook.

The best

Mrs. Mary Ann Bunker is spending a
few days with her son Arthur.
Mrs. Charles Green, of W ilton, has been
the guest of Mrs. Lottie Iiavey for a

Agents

Wanted

FRED

_

will

be

Clark.

closed the intervening Sundays.
Mrs. Laura Hoyt Haines and daughter
Thelma, of Fort Fairfield, were over-night
quests with relatives here Friday.

Mrs. Ann Miles, of Massschusetts, is
visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth
Tracy.
Miss Grace McFarland, of Bangor, was
young daughters here last week, the guest of Mrs. Lana

Mrs. Alice Havey and
Genevieve and Charlotte and little son,
we visiting relatives at Swan’s Island.
E. L. Lowell and wife, of Blaine, and
Miss Ruth Marden, of MUlinocket, are
guests of Mrs. Lowell’s mother, Mrs.
Abbie Dunn.

Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. Bunker and Mrs. Mabel
Pomroy, of Bangor, visited their mother,
Mrs. Bunker, last week.
Miss Blanch McFarland has returned to

Washington, after several weeks’ visit
Mrs. Adelaide Dunn, with her son Car
with her sister, Mrs. George Stewart.
roll and daughter Miss Bernice, accomMrs. Mattie Kenniston and children, of
panied by Mrs. Marion Blaisdell, will go Guilford, are making a few weeks’ stay
to Goulds boro Monday. Mrs. Dunn and
with her parents. Nelson Stewart and
family will remain several weeks.
wife.
■

Miss Alice Bunker left for Augusta last
Mrs. Annie McLauflin and Mrs. Esther
week. Misses Maria and Addie Bunker Foster and son Alton, of Bangor, have
and Miss Carrie Whittaker will leave for been spending the week with Mrs. Annie
their positions at Augusta, Cambridge, Graves.
Mass., and Boston, respectively, this
G.
Aug. 36.
week.

quite an exodus for Bar HarSaturday. Mrs. L. F. Springer and
daughters, Misses Vida and Meta, and
Maater Leslie, Mrs. Cleveland and daughter, Mias Frances, Miss Browne, Mrs.
Woodruff and daughter, Miss Roberta,
There

was

bor

and Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell were in the
Mr. Dyer, of East brook, with
party.
backboard and span, conveyed them to
Sullivan and back.

EAST FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Howard Hooper, who has been 111
all summer, is

now

gaining.

The friends of Mrs. George Gordon, who
has been seriously ill, are glad to know
she is up

again.

Miss Ida Leighton, of Milbridge, who is
visiting relatives in town, spent a few
days last week with Mrs. George H.
Welch.

was an ideal day for the picEvelyn L., daughter of Howard Hooper
The merry com- and wife, was given a birthday party by
George’s pond.
her parents last week. Twenty-four of
pany by hayrack had a deal of fun en
route. The veteran driver, John Abbott, her friends went w’ith good wishes and
held the reins. Fishing and boating were pretty presents for the little girl, who
-enjoyed, and the swimming lesson by Mrs. looked like a fairy on her third birthday.
'Woodruff was interesting and helpful to Games and music by Harvard Hooper on
her pupils. The bountiful spread near his graphophone made the evening an enLight refreshments were
the beach was an important feature as joyable one.
usual. At 5.30 the tethered horses were served.
R.
Aug. 28.
•gain in harness, and carriages and the
hayrack of pleasure-seekers headed homeWEST HANCOCK.
ward. The participants in the day’s doA. E. Foren is employed in Bangor.
ings are ready lor a repetiiion.
B.
Adff. 26.__
Irving McFarland, who is employed in
Southwest Harbor, visited W. K. Springer
WEST FRANKLIN.
and wife recently.

Thursday

_mic at

_

Jacob Springer

profit-

day*

last week at

was

in

II\

Milton W. Stratton and wife and Ed.
wife, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday here, the guests of Mrs. Daniel
Saunders.
The schooner Alice J. Crabtree sailed
Tuesday for New York. Capt. Oscar L.
Crabtree resumed command after a brief
Lawrence and

Z
o

County

TO

Maine.

mddiMtnml Oswwl *

JTm.,

ms

5
y
»
S3

LAMOINE.
Town school* begin Monday, Sept. 2.
D. D. Hodgkins visited in Corinth last
week.

Waterville,

is very low.

E. E. Greenlaw’s little
acute Bright’s disease.

son

is

ill with

Capt. Charles Greenlaw is at home from
New York fora few days.
Miss

Helen A. Drake, a graduate of
Vassar, has been employed as assistant
in the high school.

Many from this place witnessed the
yacht race off Dirigo Saturday afternoon.
What came near being a serious accident
occurred as a Deer Isle party was embarking from Dirigo to go aboard their boat.
The skiff capsized, throwing the whole
party, mostly women, into deep water,
but by prompt action they were rescued.
Rex.
Aug. 26.

5Z

Theodore Abbott, of Sullivan, is visitAbbott. HU
mother, Mrs. C. H. Abbott, is in Lewiston, where her sister, Mr*. Johnson, is ill

ing hi* aunt. Miss Nancy

Mis* Ed ns Springer is visiting relatives
in Winter Harbor.
Dr. Herbert Hodgkins, of
in town for a few days.

O

Mrs. Irving H. Coggins and son Russell,
of Malden, Mass., who have been gueats
of Mrs. Cynthia Laws this summer, will
retain to their home the last of this week.

ether peg**

'

h

Mrs. H. M. Jordan, of Mt. Desert Ferry,
been confined to her home by
illness since March, spent Friday at the;
home of her sister, Mrs. E. E. Abbott.

COUNTY NEWS.
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vacation spent at his home.
Mrs. T. Russell Googins and daughter,
who formerly lived \n Hancock but who
now reside in Massachusetts, are renewing old acquaintances here in town.

request.

in the

is

hospital.

Mrs. Henry Johnson, who on Thursday
of this week was operated upon at the
Sisters of Charity hospital in Lewiston, U
reported to be reating comfortably. Her
many friends wish her a apeedy recovery.

Dr. Nathan Hodgkins, of Lynn, Mass.,
arrived home yesterday for e vacation.
A party from this town enjoyed an exSouth Qouldsboro on the yacht
Wilbur Saturday.

cursion to

Service was held on Sunday at the
Union meeting house, by Rev. P. A. A.
In spite of the
Killsm, of Ellsworth.

The families of Daniel McFarland, E.
E. McFarland and Mrs. Nellie Stratton
united in a family clam-bake on Monday.

cloudy weather,

people gathered.

many

Miss Edna 1* Stratton aang “I Know That
My Redeemer Liveth” as a response after
the prayer.
A party from town enjoyed a Ashing
trip to Abram’s pond recently. They reThe following summer visitors have report s good catch, chiefly white perch.
turned home the past week: Mrs. Beulah The
party consisted of A. B. Crabtree and
Fletcher and children, Mr*. Elvira Larwife, Kenneth Crabtree. J. Nelson Stratne rd and daughters, and Walter Reynolds
ton and wife, Mias Edna L. Stratton, Burand family.
ton Merchant and wife, Thomas MerMiss Helen Gower and Malcolm and chant, Henry Jobnaon and wife, Frederick
Philip Sargent, of Melrose, Mass., who Johnson. Reginald Johnaon,
Hervey
are spending the summer in
Sargentville, Scammons and wife, and Lillian Scamare guests of Miss Hazel
Hodgkins and mons.
her brothers.
The tenth annual reunion of the StratMrs. Betsey Young, Mrs. L. R. Hodg- ton family was held at Molasses pond,
kins and son, Mrs. Walter Stanley and
Eastbrook, Aug. 16. The day was a beauyoung son, and Miss Jennie Hodgkins tiful one, and a goodly number partook
went to Corinth Saturday to visit Mrs. of dinner beneath the trees on the shore
Andrew Gibson.
of the pond. In the afternoon a business
John F. Coolidge and wife, of Waltham, meeting was held. The follow ing officers
President, A. B. Crabtree;
Mass., are occupying the old homestead were elected:
here. Mr. Coolidge has not visited La- vice-president, Henry French; secretary.
moine during the past few years, and is Mrs. Henry Johnson; treasurer, J. Nelson Stratton; executive committee, Heury
warmly greeted.
Louis Reynolds, of Connecticut, is visit- Scammons. Henry Johnson and Robert
ing his sister, Miss Ethel Reynolds, his Lawrie. Following the election of officers,
much enjoyed.
grandmother, Mrs. Charles Whitaker, and a abort entertainment was
other relatives. Mr. Reynolds lived here Miss Taft gave recitations which received
when a boy, and all are glad to meet bim. hearty applause, and a choir of mixed
voices furnished music.
Prsyer was ofThere will be preaching in the chnrch
Rev. H.
fered and remarks made by
next Sunday morning as usual. The conRowe, which gave his auditors great
gregation listened with interest on SunIt was decided to hold the reday to a helpful sermon by Rev. W. H. pleasure.
union at Hardison’s grove, Franklin, next
Rice, now of North Livermore, a former
year.
highly-esteemed citizen of this place.
Spec.
Aug. 26.
Thursday afternoon a clam-bake under
The twenty-sixth annual reunion of the
the direction of Dra. Allen and Jordan
was held at Charles
H.
Holt was enjoyed at the shore of Capt. Penney family
Wooster’s cottage last Wednesday. FortyCharles Hodgkins. The occasion comfour were present. A jolly time was enbined all the features of a clambake, a reAfter dinner, which was a bountiunion and a baby show, as many of those joyed.
ful one, a business meeting was held.
present were the former boys and girls of
George W. Brimmer, of Brewer, was
our town wTho have returned for a summer
elected president, Mrs. A. A. Tibbetts, of
visit, bringing with them youthful memand Mrs. Brimmer
bers of a new generation. Making the Bangor, secretary,
of Brewer, treasurer. The offiacquaintance of these babies was one of Bennett,
cers are the same as last year.
There were
the pleasures of this pleasurable gatherMrs. W. F. Hutchings and Arthur Reynolds and family are spending a few days
with Mr. Hutchings at their home in
Qouldsboro.

j

Com Starch
as a Food
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, the Government's
famous food expert, ssvs, *• For the austentncbof physical exertion there fs nothing
better than starch.”
Corn starch is so energy-giving food. It
contains an ideal proportion of the requisite
nourishing elements. The purest and by far
the bait—the kind that may be made into the
most wholesome and palatable dishes—is

DURYEAS*
Com Starch
More than a dessert; it should, as a /M
form a large part of everyday
cooking.
Learn bow to prepare delicious and substantial dishes from it by consulting our
which wt will md free on receipt of name ind addma. Be*idea many unique recipe*, it five* icores
of hclofol hint* and *nne*tion* how to make cook
in* better by the um oiDurye*** Corn Starch

At Mil ffetn At otu-ftound fatkattt—io*
NATIONAL RAM COMPANY, New Ysrk

_

by Rev. P.
Ellsworth, and others.

addresses

ing.
Miss Camelia

Farnham entertained a
happy company of little people Tuesday
afternoon. As Miss Camelia was absent

A.

A.

Killain,

of

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
(PROXOUXCED

NORTH Sl'LLIVAN.

!

Mrs. Maud Googins, who has been visiting relatives here, will leave for her home from the town of her nativity on her
in Concord, Mass., the first of next week. sixth birthday, this was the nature of a
Miss Caroline Smith, Mrs. Maud Goog- delayed birthday party. Delicious relira. Cynthia Clark, wbo has been ill, is
ins, Watson K. Springer and wife had a freshments were served and a merry time
The young guests were
at Branch pond this was enjoyed.
Jjawts Springer, of New Jersey, at- delightful outing
Howard and May Meader, Eugene Covey,
week.
tandcd.tffie Butler reunion.
Dana and Joseph Lear, Miss MilMiss Alice Butler, who is spending the Russell,
dred Smith, Harold King, Carroll Tripp
|M> was « lawn party at Norman season at Butler’s
was for a few
point,
and Doris
The mothers present
g 'Smith’s Thursday evening.
day9 recently, the guest of her grand- were Mrs. Springer.
Daaiel McKay and Delia Clark, of HanGeorge Meader, Mrs. Harvey
mother, Mrs. Mary R. Butler.
Lear, Mrs. Elwood King, Mrs. Alton Tripp
cock, attended the Clark reunion.
Aug. 23._ Sumac.
and Mrs. Leslie Springer.
Qaacrnment experts were in town MonAug. 28.
DEER ISLE.
H.
day, examining the molybdenite deposit
No. 10.

few

HANCOCK.
Capt. A. X, Foss, of the El Placita,
town Tuesday.

HIm Della Clark has been ill ol appendicitis.

at

a

who has

Robert M. Woodruff, of Ridley Park,
Pa., joined his wife and daughter here
Monday.
Miss Ula Gordon, who has been in Maseach usetts several months, returned home
Saturday.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Lorenzo Cousins and wife, of Saco, are
Mrs. Maria Penney, of Clifton, was at
guests of Mr. Cousins' sister, Mrs. Mary
C. P. Graves’ Thursday.
A. Bragdon.
Charles Graves is at Eagle island visitThe annual G. A. R. picnic will occur
at
Hardison’s grove, West Franklin, ing his cousin, Howard Ball.
Labor day, Sept. 2.
Mrs. Jcsiah Higgins has been with Miss
Misses Charlotte and Helen Macomber Delia Clark for a few days’ visit.
will leave for Higgins classical institute,
John Williams is visiting his sister,
Mrs. Minnie McKenzie, in Seal Hsrbor.
Charleston, Saturday.
This evening there will be a concert by
Alfred Tracy and wife have been in Bar
local and visiting talent at the hall. Mrs. Harbor visiting Mr. Tracy's son Howard.
J. W. Blaisdell is the promoter.
Mrs. Mary Dunham, of Ellsworth, spent
Rev. Harry Lee and family will be ab- a few days recently with her cousin, Delia

church

on

KENT, Ellsworth,

lx

rents, Fred Stratton and wife, of Hancock, returned home Wednesday.
Mrs. George Linscott, with little daughter, of Lamoine, has been visiting her parents, Charles Smith and wile.
W.
Aug. 19.

The

supplies!

Hancock

in

APPLY

Mrs. Leslie Swan is at home from Bar
Harbor, where she has spent several

two weeks.

son Donald
North Hanj
i
cook with her sister, Mrs. Wesley Ford.
Are.
i
36.
Aug.

Mrs. E. C. Alexander and

spent

dividend-paying company,
company for policyholders,
company for agents.

Further information will be

week.

sent

in the moat

j

bis home in Boston.

to

With an economy of management equalled by few and excelled by none,
maintains its place in the front rank held by it for sixty-four years as

on

weeks.

closely invested

I

ago.

Mrs. Thoo H. Peters is visiting friends
Harbor.

at Bar

|

Miss Mary Shea has returned tu her
home in Bangor after three weeks' vacation here.

1

a

j

CLICQUOT CLUB CO..MILLJS, MASS.

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE

Arthur Hail returned home Friday from
visit with his grandparents, Zemro Hall

and

wife,

at

CLICK-O ")

The {neat, parol, mol wholeaome Summer Dnnk. Made of P«e Imported
your
Ciryer and Water from oar famous apnea at M3ha, Maaa. Ark
dealer for it. If ha doea not have it ire wid tad you where you can get it

Harrington.

Miss Valeria Butler and Percy Hooper
quietly married last week at the
home of the groom, by Rev. N. R. Pearson.
Many friends extend congratulations.
Mrs. E. L. Gordon and three sons, William, Chajrles and Harold, arrived SaturMARLBORO.
day from Everett, Mass., for a week's
Harold Carmon, who has been visiting !
visit with relatives here. They were acfriends here, has returned to Stonington.
companied by Miss I'la Gordon, who was
Frank Jones, wife and daughter, Miss en route fur her borne in Franklin.
Maud, of Boston, are visiting Mrs. GarThe picni.- Wednesday under the ausdiner Bowden.
pices of the Foresters, was not so enjoyAug. 19.
Are.
able an affair as was looked forwatd to.
Newell Hodgkins is ill of typhoid fever. Owing to the threatening weather, there
Mr. Smith, wife and two children, of was not so large an attendance as was
Brewer, are boarding at Tyler Hodgkins’. expected. The ball games morning and
afternoon werewaucb enjoyed. There was
Rev. Mr. Merritt, wife and child, of
a large delegation from Franklin
lodge in
Bangor, are occupying Rev. A. B. Lorithe evening and a. degree was worked.
mer’s cottage.
Chicken supper was partaken of by many.
Harlan Hodgkins came from MattaAug. 28.
M.
pan, Maas., Saturday, to spend his
PARTRIDGE COVE.

that burns wood or coal
equally well is just the

were

j

to

one

house

that

est ivineo

furnace
has

it

Ask

equal-

_

your

summer-

this

Users of
admit

in

put
this

the

no

near-

for esti-

agent

mates or write to

Noyes

& Nutter

Mfg. Co.,

Baugor, Maine.

j

,

F. B. Aiken,

Agent,

Ellsworth, Maine.

Norris Hodgkins, of Ellsworth, is visitat Latona farm.

ing

The effect of Scoffs Emulsion

on

pale children is magical.
It makes them

plump, rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites

and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.
ALL DRUGCUSTS; SOc. AND SI.OO,

thin,

Mrs. W. P. Woodward, of Ellsworth, is
the guest of Mrs. Henry Bartlett.
Mrs. Reuel McFarland and little daughter Helen have gone to Bangor for a fortnight’s visit.
Mrs. E. E. McFarland and J. Clark
wife visited relatives in Bar
Harbor last week.
Aug. 28.

Swarey and

Keep true to your best faith and dot the
days with deeds which love and kindness
Be just in your dealings, and
prompt.
keep from stain of sin in thought and
and
word,
you shall wear the crown of an
ipproving conscience and know the secret
at a happy life.—/. Aiench Chambers.

Swampscott
Sparkling
Gelatine
A GRANULATED GELATINE

Makes 2 qts.

Jelly

Costs 10 Cents*
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Rev.

•"

W

CASTINE.
Silas Adams, ol Freeport,

was

here

neighborhood was held at the Mill brook
Friday. Thirty-five were present.

COUNTY NEWS.

Fo*- Ad'litionnt

Rev.

Donald McKay, of New York,
preucned in the Congregational church
Sunday morning. Miss Pearson, of Brookline, Maas., played several selections on
the violin.

|

is the guest
Mrs. B. Hewey, of Brewer,
of North Casof Mrs. lieorge Devereux,
tine.
M iss Katherine Martin, who is emat Belfast, is at home fora few

ployed
days.

Wilson and family, of Sunast,
Mr. Wilson’s old home at North

Waiter
are

at

Castine.
Master Edmond Walkar spent several
with his grandmother at
days last week

Rockland.
Frank Barr, of Brockton, Maas., spent
several days here last week on a visit to
his old homestead.
Raymond Warren, who is employed in
New York, is at home for a short visit
with his parents, G. M. Warren and wife.

I

28.

_

wata patrol tbe shore.

Aug.

Edgar
Q.

26.

Snowman is

visiting relatives

st

South Penobscot.
Frank L. sawyer returned to his borne in

NORTH CASTINE.

WEST BROOKLIN.
Dr. Hunt, of Bangor, was in town Sun-

day.

Mrs. Upham and Miss Nettie Upham, of
Melrose Highland, Mass., are at Hotel

Grace Moore has gone to Ellsworth to
visit relatives.
Rev. A. B. Carter has gone to Machias
for a few weeks.

Dority.

Willis Bracy, who has spent his vacaEverett Bridges, who has been at work
tion in town, returned to Beverly, Mass.,
at Bar Harbor, has returned home.
last week.

Harold Powers and wife have gone to
Ixrag island to visit L. B. Bridges and
wife.

Miss Leila Smith, of Boston, has been
the guest of Miss Gertrude Parker the
past week.

Miss Nellie Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
Ralph Willey, who is on the steam yacht
is visiting her aunt, Miss Ellen Flye, at Admiral, came home from Bar Harbor
Wednesday, returning Thursday.
Flye Point.
Mrs. Roland Carter, Miss Margie Carter
C. D. Blake, who has been ill, has recovered and returned to his work on the and Miss Addie Lufkin went to Rockland
steamer Pemaquid.
Saturday to see the six-masted schooner
Lee H. Powers left Thursday for Boston launched.
Aug. 26.
B.
after
the summer at His new

spending

|

home

here.

nuiun

Harold „Powers and wife, of Melrose,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Powers’ parents,
Isaac Bridges and wife.

|

Mrs. Clara Cole has returned from the
Mrs. James Deane, of Roxbury, Mass., C. E. summer school at
Charleston.
guest of Mrs. Georgia
Lawrence Sherman is finishing his
Foley, has returned home.
chambers. Henry Grindle and H. D. Dow
Mrs. A. E. Farnsworth has returned are
doing the work.
from Orrington and Ellsworth, where she
Mrs. Mary Grindle, of Granite, is visithas been visiting friends.
ing her mother, Mrs. Hannah Sherwood,
George Smith, wife, daughter and who is in feeble health.
grandchild, of Lawrence, Mass., are guests
Misses Flora and May Thompson, who
at Capt. W. H. Freethey’s.
have been visiting Millard Leighton and
Mrs. L. F. Hooper and daughter, ot
wife, have returned to Boston.
Waterville, have been spending a tew
Prs. Pauline Ward’s little son swallowed
weeks in town visiting friends.
a nail one day last week.
She has taken
Bert Marks, who has been emplojed on the boy to Boston for treatment.
a yacht, broke one of the small bones in
19.
Aug.
Sub.
_
his ankle. He came borne last week.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Hattie Watson, A. E. Stanley and
Miss M. I. Jarvis is the guest of Miss
children, of Everett, Mass., have returned
Peterson.
home after spending the summer here.
Miss Musa Dollard returned Sunday
Wyman H. Whitney, of Cambridge,
morning from Bandy Point, where she has Maas., is at the Hillside cottage for two
spent the past week at the Castlne alumni week’s.
Miss Sadie Regan, of Everett, Mass., is
cottage.
Mrs. D. J. Lynch, who has been visiting the guest of Miss Sadie Driscoll at Rose
her sister, Mrs. B. O. Dollard, left for cottage.
Boston Thursday on her way to her home
A. J. Babbidge and wife, of Bar Harin Denver, Col.
bor, who have been visiting their parents
Miss Mary Cole and Miss Charlotte here, have returned home.
Theodore Huck and Fred Lane, of
Everton, of Boston, who have been visiting Miss Cole’s parents, F. W. Cole and Brooklyn, N. Y., are guests of Mr. and
wife, returned to their work Friday.
Mrs. Keough at Black island.
Uks Femme.
Aug. 16.
Schooner Nile, Capt. Cooper, from Rocka
Mrs. August* Staples, who has been port, is at Black island and will load lumber for the Mt. Desert Lumber Co.
very ill, is improving.
John D. Brooks, of Landsdown, Pa.,
Miss Carrie Tibbetts, of Westbrook, is
■■ ■ ■

visiting

Mr. Moors and family, of Otisfield,

visiting

at Rev. A. W.

spent his vacation with Miss ElizaPeterson at Petit Plaisants, has returned home.
who

Mrs. H. M. Pease.

E. E. Lurvey and wife ate
friends in Southwest Harbor.

are

Bailey’s.

beth

Olive B. Lee, of Chester, N. H., is boarding with Mrs. Gaspar Tanner at Black is-

Mrs. Lee is secretary and treasurer
Mount Desert Lumber Co., which
is doing business at Black island.
Aug. 19.
Chips.

land.

Mrs. H. 8. Kane and Miss Harriet Kane
are visiting friends in Portland.

of the

Cape Rosier Monday.
Frank Watson, of Melrose, Mass., is
Lyman A. Sawyer, who has been ill the visiting his cousin, Mrs. F. S. Herrick.
J. Willis Leach has returned to Boston.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
past six months, died Friday, in the sevWilmont Kane returned Thursday from
Charles F. Wardwell is at home for a
enty-sixth year of bis sge. Funeral ser- Bar Harbor, where he has been employed.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and son, and Mr.
rief visit.
vices Monday were conducted by members
of Rising Son lodge of Masons and James
Miss Rose Judge, of Boston, is visiting and Mrs. Bailey, all of Beachmont, are at
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins, of the sloop E. Hall post, G. A. R.
her mother, Mrs. Busan Judge, for a few Mrs. F. A. Pierce’s.
>ul Revere, is here for a short stay.
23.
M.
Aug.
J. F. Stanley will take charge of the R.
weeks.
Mrs. James Parker, of Charlestown,
F. D. while Lyman Stinson is in Portland
Osman Bridges, of Tampa, Fla., is in
HARBORSIDE.
is
her
ass.,
visiting
aunt, Mrs. Maria
the serious illness of for treatment for his eyes.
rardwell.
Mrs. William Snow, of Malden, Msbb., town, called here by
John Stanley, who has been spending
his wife.
friends
here.
is
visiting
Mrs. Caroline Ames, of Bucksport, aged
of Boston, were his vacation with friends in Massachuand
Proctor
Mr.
wife,
Mrs. Emily Howard, who has been very
jhty-Bve years, is visiting her daughter,
came home Saturday to spend a few
guests of Capt. G. W. Herrick and wife setts,
rs. Augusta Leach.
ill at Dark Harbor, is better.
days with his parents.
last week.
Mrs. Walter Ordway, with her daughter
Dora Btubbs, who is employed at AuThe friends of Mrs. Lyman Stinson,
Miss Gertrude McFarland has returned
ive, is visiting her parents, Charles gusta, is home for two weeks.
who ia in Boston for medical treatment,
from Brooksville, w’here she has been
acb and wife, in Orland.
Miss Hazel Gray, who is employed at
are pleased to hear encouraging
reports
employed.
Miss Kate Leighton, who has been a Greenville, is visiting relatives here.
concerning her condition.
to Boston,
has
Gleason
Allen
gone
>itor at Walter Ordway’a, has returned
Aug. 23.
H.
Daniel Ingalls, who has had charge of
where he will be employed in a wholesale
her home in Scituate, Maas.
Holbrook’s island for the peat five years,
house.
millinery
C. M. Leach and wife will leave Tuesday has moved to Belfast.
M’KIN LEY.
Wallace Kane and Wallace Tainter, who
G.
spend tbe remainder of tbe week at
Elrie Holmes, accompanied by his son,
Aug. 24.
borne
a
were
on
at
are employed
yachts,
e
Laurie, was in town Sunday.
Nortbport campground.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
few days last week.
Arthur I. Nash, treasurer of the Wilwumiiuj, ui new iwk, mu
Charles Lynch of Denver, Colo., who liam Underwood Co., of Boston, was in
Mrs. George Carter, of Brooklin, is visent (or the Boston Excelsior
Co., is
town
Friday.
has spent the summer here with friends,
ending his vacation with his parents, iting here.
The excursion dance, Monday even ing
R- Doraausky and wife.
Dr. Wallace, of Naskeag, N. H., called left for his home Friday.
under the management of C. U. Russ, of
Leslie Friend, wife and son of Melrose, Stonington, was well attended.
A good
Mus Georgia Wardwell, who has been on friends here Friday.
time is reported.
Mrs.
their
were
of
aunt,
guests
Mrs. Colby Hooper is visiting her Masse.,
ending the summer here, will return
Anon.
Aug. 23.
G. A. Grindle, last Monday.
xt Friday
to Somerville, Mass., to mother at North Sedgwick.
rarae her school-work.
Miss Alice Herrick, who has been
Mrs. Annie Andrews, of Sedgwick, is
Get a free sample of Dr. Shoop’s “Health
attending the C. E. summer school at Coffee” at our store. If real coffee disturbs
Mrs. George Dunbar, with her son Bob- visiting relatives and friends here.
your Stomach, your Heart or Kidneys, then
came home Sunday.
Charleston,
•> happily
try this clever Coffee imitation. Dr. Shoop
surprised her friends last
Miss Tiny Greenlaw, of Oceanville, is
Charles Allen and family, of Provi- has closely matched Old Java and Mocha
inday by arriving from St. Johns, Ore., visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred Colomy.
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet it has nor a sineran absence of three
dence, R. 1., who have been at Hotel ale grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’s
Cbumbs.
years. She will
Aug. 19.
Health Coffee Imitation is made from pure
Min three months.
last
w-eek.
home
returned
Dority,
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
Piles
i linen shower
quick and certain relief from Dr.
The Stonington band gave a band con- Made in a minute. No tedious wait. You
party was given as a sur- Shoop'sget
will surely like it. Sold by G. A. Parcher.
Magic Ointment. Its action is posil*e to Miss Annie Earle
WednesLeach last Fri- tive and certain. Itching, painful, protrud- cert and ball at Odd Fellows’ hall
i afternoon, by the young ladiea of this ing or blind piles disappear like magic by its day evening. It was well attended.
use.
large nickel-capped glass Jars 90, cents.
in anticipation of her
Mrs. Dora Dodge and Elmer Dodge, of
approaching Sold by G. A. Pascubb.
Ranking.
ixfiagc. Miss Estelle Perry was the
omoter ol the affair, which proved to be
Rbbrrtfsrmtnts.
most enjoyable occasion.
Tbe gifts
Samuel Dunbar is ill.

_

_

_

_

••ented

Aug.

were

<6,

ucefnl and ornamental.
1^
BLUEH1LL.

Rav. E. Beau returned home last week.

Principal Patten,

>wn.

Ssmuel

of the academy,is in

J.

j

Z
Z

That persistence in saving wins, is amply proven by the urge
increase in deposits of the

|

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING COMPANY

Menard, of Boaton, is the
beat of Mrs. Elvira
Dodge.
M‘» Amos
Stover, of Melrose High- /
“1s, ia visiting R. P. Stover and wife.
f
Miss A. J.
of Livermore Falls,

Record,

spending
bbson.

a

week

with Miss Mabelle

Pushing and wife,
Has Drew, of
Melrose,
endleton.

Montana, and
are guests at the
of

Monaghan’s orchestra furnished music
“the farmer's ball in the town hall Fri*y evening, Ang. 23.
The annual
picnic of the

Beech

hill

THE REWARD OF PERSISTENCE,

|

Are you

before.

striving

to save more money this yaar than ever

An account with this bank wii' uelp you-

3 1-2 percent.

Interest

Paid

on

Savings Accounts.
in our
month.

^

H

Deposits made on or before the tenth of the month
Savings Department draw interest from the first of the

t

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

\

BANGOR,

MAINE.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

j

earn

if

7

\

A NEW SERIES

f

Is

■

WHY PAY RENT

now

open.

Shares, Ml each; monthly payments, 81 per share,

P
*
*

I
*5

I

See the Clarion

THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
eotabushed

wood & BISHOP CO.,

agent or

write u..

Bangor,

SOLD BY

I

Me.[

J. P. Eldridge, Ellsworth, Me.
Ergal Notte*.

Legal Xoticea.

j

STATE OF MAINE.
; To all persona interested in either of the esHancock 88.—At a probate court held at !
totes hereinafter named.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in an<k
on the sixth day of August. in the year ot
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
oar Lord one thousand nine
hundred and
d. 1907.
day of August, a.matter
seven.
following
having been preCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
sented for the action thereupon hereina copy of tbe last will snd testament of
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that noSARAH STRATTON, late of PHILADEL- tice thereof be given to all persons interested,
PHIA.
by causing a copy of this order to be pubin the county of Philadelphia, and Common- lished three weeks successively in the Ellswealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, snd of the worth American, a
newspaper published at
probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apat a probate court to be held at BluePennsylvania, da y authenticated, having
been presented to the judge of probate for
ill, in said county, on the third day of
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
September, a. d. 1907, at ten of the clock in tho
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see
probate court of our said county of Hancock. cause.
Ordered, That notice thereof be giveu to
Charles G. Dodge, late of Bucksport, in said
all persons interested therein, by publishing county deceased. A certain instrument pura
of this order thrt-e weeks successively porting to be the last will and testament of
copy
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper said deceased, together with petition for proprinted at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- bate thereof, presented by Nancy Dodge, the
cock, prior to the third day of September executrix therein named.
a. d. 1907, that they may
Amanda H. Farnhara, late of Bucksport, in
appear at a probate court then to be held at Blnenill, said county, dect-ssed. A certain instrument
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten purporting to ue the Isst will snd testament
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if of said decease
together with petition for
any they have, against tbe same.
thereof, prtsented by Lottie F. Haley,
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
ie executrix therein named,
A true copy of tbe original order.
hdward Rinalda, late of Trenton, in said,
Attest: —T. F. Mahoney, Register. county, deceased, a certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petiticn for proSTATE OF MAINE.
bate thereof, presented by Emeline Rinalda,.
Hancock se.—At a probate court held at
the esecutiix therein named.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Albert*M. HopTins, late of Ellsworth, in
on the sixth day of August, in tbe year of
said connty. deceased. A certain instrument
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
purporting to be the last will and testament
■even.
of said deceased, together with petition for
A CERTAIN inatrument purporting to be
thereof, presented by Sarah France*
a copy of tbe laet will and testament
opkirs, the executrix therein named.
and codicils thereto of
8ulltvan, late of Bucksport, in
MARIA McCAULEY, late of PHILADELEphraim
said county. de'e«aed. Petition presented by
PHIA,
in the county of Philadelphia, and Common- Annice Sullivan that she or some other suitwealth of Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the able person be appointed administrator of
the estate of said deceas d.
probate thereof in said Commonwealth of
E. Jeannette Hatch, late of Oaetine, in said
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having
Petition that Jonathan
been presented to tbe judge of probate for county, deceased.
Hate
or some other suitable person be
apour said county of Hancock for the purpose of
administrator of the estate of said
being allowed, filed and recorded in the proeceased, presented by Marianna Hatch,
bate court of our said county of Hancock.
of
said
deceased.
daughter
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
Rufus P. Grindle, late of Bluehill, In said
all persons interested therein, by publishing
connty, deceased. First account of Forrest B,
a copy of this order three weeks successively
Snow,
administrator, filed for settlement.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Walter R. Ash, late of Eden, in said county,,
printed at EUrworth, in said county of Han- deceased. Account
of Alice Higgins, admincock, prior to the third day of Sep emfiled for settlement.
ber, a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a istratrix.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in
court then to be held at Bluehill,
said county, deceased. First account of Maud
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
E. Trask and Jerome H. Knowles, administrao’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
tors, fixed for settlement.
any they have, against the same.
Charles F. Bunker, minor, of Cranberry
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
Isles, in said county. First and final account
A true copy of the original order.
of F. W. Bunker, guardian, filed for settleAttest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

THE

A

fear
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Charles Anderson, of Bangor, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Celestie Seavey.

who has been the

with

An immense amount of work
be done on a CLARION
without taxing its capacity;
the most delicate cookery
yet,
is always at your command with
a CLARION.
This is because the fire and
oven are
always under absolute
control and there need be no
delays in changing from one line
of work to another.
Thousands of succesful
CLARIONS afford the proof.
can

Cards have been received from Lawrence, Mass., announcing the marriage of
Eugene Freethey and Miss Edith Binns,
of Lawrence. Mr. Freethey was a Brooklin boy. Congratulations are extended.
Aug. 26.
Une Femme.

here.

summer

I Clarions Are Serviceable. |

Superintendent-of-Schools Frank McGouldrick was in town lsst week conducting examinations for pupils entering
the high school in September.

Henry Powers, of Boston, is the guest
Mrs. Georgia Foley.
Capt. Fred Phillips, of the yacht
“Indra,” was at home last week.
Will Nutter, of Chatham, Mass., is visiting his father, H. J. Nutter.
Mrs. Blanche McFarland Harmond, of
Norway, is visiting friends in town.
8. D. Allen and Mrs. Leverett, of Boston, are at Hotel Dority for a few weeks.
Will Cousins, of Lawrence, Mass., is
spending his vacation with his family
of

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
A. M. Grindle lost a valuable cow Saturday night.
Rev. and Mrs. J. C. Gavin have returned
from a two-weeks’ ooting in Canada.
Preston Sellers and wife are visiting
Mrs. Sellers’ parents, Frank Staples and
wife.

_

Miss Caro Mayo and Charles Staples
were married
Saturday, Aug. 17. Their
many friends extend congratulations.

Mrs. Emery Bracy is visiting her daughMassachusetts.

There will be an afternoon of music at
Ideal Lodge, the summer home of Mis.
Virgil P. Kline, Saturday, Aug. 31, at 3
o’clock, for the benefit of the Bluehill
road improvement fund.
Mrs. Charles
Rabold will sing English songs by Prof.
Horatio Parker, accompanied on the pianoforte by the composer; Mrs. Thomss
Tapper, jr., will play pianoforte solos, and,
with Franz Kneisel, a sonata for pianoforte and violin; Charles Rabold will sing
German songs, and H. E. Krehbiel will
make brief explanatory remarks on the
programme.

Capt. R. B. Brown and wife and R. H.
Brown spent several days last ween on a
Mrs. William Kingsbury and Miss Vesta
trip to Stinson's neck, Deer Isle, to visit Bowden
have been spending a few days
relatives.
with friends here.
of
New
sad
Connor
wife,
York,
Arthur
Dr. Jay Perkins and wife, of Providence,
are guests of Mrs. Connor’s parents, A. J.
at
their
home
at R. I., spent a few days last week with
and
wife,
Morgrage
their brother, K. P. Perkins.
North Castine.
Prof. W. H. Patten, principal of George
New Haven,
Rev. L. O. Braetow, of
Stevens academy, Bluehill, was in town
Conn., in the abeence of the regular pasfor entrance examinetor, occupied the pnlpit at the Congrega- Friday, arranging
tions. Ee was accompanied by F. B.
tional church Sunday.
Snow, of the U. of M. law school.
The fall term of the Eastern State norNemo.
Aug. 28.
on
will
school
mal
Tuesday, Sept. 3,
open
dan
and
the
a
with
large entering
prosNORTH PENOBSCOT.
pects of a large school.
Some here are still haying, cleaning up
The annual fair and cattle show of the all the patches for swale.
North Castine grange will be held Sept.
George Mooney, of Orland, finished the
19. It is planned to make the event this
mason work on the church last week.
year bigger and better than aver.
Rev. Mr. Bryant and son Cyprian left
Mrs. J. Dow and her niece, Mrs. Pearl for
Bristol Thursday, to spend several
ol
Roek
Kan
who
have
Havener,
Island,
,
days with relatives.
been here several weeks, the gneets of
Highland grange has invited Halcyon
Mrs. E. S. Perkins, have returned home.
grange to meet with it Friday evening,
The steamer Castine ran two excursions
Sept. 13.
from here to Bar Harbor last week, on
Mr. Stewart and Miss Blanch Bowden
a
Wednesday taking
party from
of Rockport, called on Raymond Hutchthe Acadian, and on Thursday an excurins and wife Sunday.
sion from Dome-of-the-Rock Eotel.
H.
Aug. 28.
a
number
of
Castine
Quite large
people
took advantage of tbe excursion on
NORTH HROOKHVH.I.R
•teamer Sieur da Monts Saturday, and
Stella Lymburner baa gone to Bar Harattended tbe launobing of tbe aix-maated bor tor a week.
schooner Mertie B. Crowley at Rockland.
J. E. Robbins, and wife, of Deer Isle,
Seven weeks have clasped since tbe aad are
guesta of Miaa Genevieve Allen.
accident in Penobscot bay in which six
Hr. Prichard, of Philadelphia, lectured
young men lost their lives, and no trace in Goodell’a hall
Wednesday evening.
ol the bodies of Ray Smith or Amos RobMrs. Lyman Curtis and son, of Blueinson have been found.
The search,
which resulted in finding the bodies of hill, are visiting her parents, C. B. Nichols
four of tbe victims of tbe accident, has and wife.
Everett Gray and wife returned to their
been carried on unceasingly for the seven
weeks. Two motor boats patrol tbe bay home in Brockton Saturday, after two
>11 day. and an Indian with bis canoe fol- weeks’ visit with Eugene Limeburner and
wife.
lows along the shores searching for tbe
bodies. When the weather permits trawls
C.
Aug. 26.
ire used and the bottom of tbe bay in the
LEACH’S
POINT.
ricinitv of the place where the accident
Mrs. Deborah Conner is visiting friends
iccurred is thoroughly dragged.
If it is
in Verona.
oo rough to go out on the bay, the motor

Fred Earlu has been the guest the past
w'eek of his parents, who are spending
the season at their summer home here.

ter in

M.

_

Boston, who have been visiting H. W.
Flye and wife, left for home Friday.

other payee*

Mrs. Alice Dodge has returned to her
home in Boston.

iti’ng

Aug.

tee

BROOKLIN.

week.
eeversl days last
is the guest ol
Mrs. Page, ol Orland,
There was a ball game at Mountain park
Otia Parker.
her daughter, Mrs.
Aug. 23 between the Bluehill and Saris
visol
Fairfield,
Miss Ruth Bropby,
j gentvilfe teams, the latter winning by a
score of 13 to 6.
her aunt, Mias Ellen Brophy.
F. E. McGouldrick umweek for Cleve- pired the game.
Frank Grindle left last
he baa employment.
land, o., Where
several days
Mrs. Fannie Eldridge spent
friends in Brookaville.
last week with

County Newt,

when you

can borrow on your
a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and In about ten years you

shares, give

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For particulars Inquire ol
Henbv H. II i< joins, Seo’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. Kino, President.

Srobate

Brobate

Sointed

Jirobate

ment.

Cornelia E. Gott. late of Buck«port, in said
First and last account of
county, deceased
Annie L. Saunders, administratrix, filed for
settlement
Also private account of Annie
L. Saunders, administratrix, filed for allowance against said estate.
Abbie L. Grindle. minor, of Brooksville, in
seven.
said county.
Petition filed by William E.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
Chat to. g"a>-dian. for license to sell certain
a copy of the last will and testament of I
j real esta » o said minor, as described in said
MARY T. ARMOR, late of CINCINNATI,
in the county of Hamilton, and state of Ohio, petition. P.
William
Newman and Louise Newman,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said minors of Eden, in said
Petition
county.
county of Hamilton, Ohio, duly authenti
W. Newman, guardian, for lifiled
Eliza
by
cate I. having been presented to the judge of
cense to sell certain real t-st ite ol said minors,,
probate for our slid county of Hancock for as described in said petition.
the purpose of being allowed, filed and reW. Simpson Car er, et als., minors, of Eden,
corded in the probate court of our said counin said county. Petition filed by Lester P.
ty of Hancock.
Carter, guardian, for license to sell certain
Odered, That notice the eof be given to real estate
of said minors, as described in said
all persons interested therein, by publishing
petition.
a copy of this order three weeks successively
Abby M. Fulton, an insane person, of
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
Southwest Harbor, in sail
Petition
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- filed by John U. Redman, county.
guardian, for licock, prior to the third day
of
Sep- cense to sell certain real estate
of said ward,
tember, a. d. 1907, that they may appear at as described in said
petition.
a probate court then to be held at Bluehill.
John H. Hopkins, late of Eden, in said
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
deceased. Petition filed by Amanda
o’clock in the forenoou, and show cause, if county,
M. Hopkins, widow, for an allowance out of
any they have, against the same.
personal estate of said deceased.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate. the
Ernest J. Harrington, late of Ellsworth, in
A true copy of the original order.
said connty. deceased. Petition filed by Sarah
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Harrington, wi tow, for an allowance out of
; the personal estate of said deceased,
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court.
subscriber Albert B. Emerson, resid- j
A true copy of the original order.
ing out of the State of Maine, viz.: at
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
San Francisco, Cal., hereby gives notice that
he bas been duly appointed executor of the
last will and testament of
NO TICK OF FORECLOSURE.
LORING G. EMERSON, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
James G. Blaine by his mortdeceased, no bonds being required by the
gage deed dated the first day of Apiil,
term of said will. And he has appointed Mrs. ; a. d. 1905, and recorded in the Kennebec regisAlexander B. Black, of Ellsworth, Maine, his try of deeds, in oook 462, page 519. conveyed to
agent in the State of Maine, as the law directs. me the unde signed, an his right, title and
All persons having demands against the esin erest in and to a Certain parcel of real estate of said deceased are desired to present | tate situate in Augusta, in the State of Maine,
the same for settlement, and all indebted bounded and described as follows, to wit:
thereto are requested to make payment im
Beginning at a stone bound set in ihe northAlbbbt B. Emerson,
mediately.
erly side of Green street and on the easterly
No. 61 Market Street.
side of the road leading from Western avenue
San Francisco, Cal. to Winthrop street across the Mulliken Farm,
August 5, 1907.
so-called, said road being formerly known as
subscriber hereby gives notice that the Mulliken Lane; thence running in a
he has been duly appointed executor of southeasterly direction along said Green
street about three hundred and twenty-five
the last will and testament of
(325) feet to a stoi e bound; thence running in
CHARLES H. PERKINS, late of BROOKSa northeasterly direction about four hundred
VILLE,
(400) feet to a stone bound; thence running
in the county of Hancock, deceased.no bonds in a uorthwesterly direction hbout three hunbeing required by the terms of said will. dred and twenty-five (325) feet to a stone
All persons having demands against the es- bound set on the easterly side of said road
tate of said deceased are desit ed to preseot
extending from Western avenue to Winthrop
the same for settlement, and all indebted street; thence in the southwesterly direction
thereto are requested to make payment im- along said last mentioned road about four
Fred J. Perkins.
mediately.
I hundred and teu (410) feet to the bound beBrooksville, Aug. 9, 1907.
; gun at.
| Said premises containing about three acres
subscriber hereby gives notice that and being a part of the first parcel of real esshe has been duly appointed adminis- tste described in a certain deed from Charles
H. Mulliken to William H. Gannett, dated
tratrix of the estate of
DAVID W. MOSELEY, late of HANCOCK, May 1, 1891, and recorded in Kennebec regisin the county of Hancock, deceased, and try of deeds, book 885. page 818. ard a so in
All per- the first parcel of real estate de#cri ed in a
given bonds as the law directs
sons having
demands against the estate certain other deed from Lendall Titcomb.
guardian, to said William H. Gannett dated
of said deceased are deitired to present
May 6.1891, and recorded in Kenneoec registhe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im
try of deeds, book 385. page 316, to both of
which deeds reference is hereby made.
mediately.
Susan A. Moseley.
Also all his ight, title and interest in and
Hancock, A<ugust9, 1907.
to a certain lot of land situate in that part of
the town of Eden known as Bar Harbor, in
subscriber hereby gives notice that
the State of Maine, bounded and described as
he has been duly appointed adminisfollow s to wit:
trator of the estate of
Beginning at Mary E. Leed’s corner on the
JAMES S. GREENE, late of BLUEHILL,
west side of Cleft#tone road, and follows said
in the county of Hanoock, deceased, and
road south 17 degrees 15 minutes eas #ix rods.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons and fifteen links to
steps; thence south < dehaving demands against the estate of said
deceased are oesired to present the same for grees 45 minutes east eight reds and thirteea
links to a stake at George H. Norman’a
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- |
thence
follows
said George H. Norcorner;
quested to make payment immediately.
mans line south 59 degrees 15 minutes west
T. M. Coombs.
thirty- six rods and twenty links to a stake ors
Vinal Haven, Aug. 10, 1907.
the east side of Norman’s road; thence on
said road no th 35 degrees 16 minutes wtst two
subscriber hereby gives notice that rods and
links; thence north 32
twenty one
he has been duly appointed executor j degrees west
eight rods and fourteen links to
o! the last will and testament and codicil of
a stake; thence north 47 degrees 30 minutes
WILLIAM DOW, late of TREMONT,
I east twenty-one rods and five links to a pine
in
the
county of
Hancock, deceased, tree in Mrs. Mary E. Leed’s east line; thence
and given
bonds
as
the law
directs { north 62 degrees east twenty-one rods and ;
All persons having demands against the essixteen links to the first mentioned bound,
tate of said deceased are desired to present
and contains three acres and eighty four
the same for settlement, and all indebted square rods, more or
less, according to a surthereto are requested to make payment imvey of E. M. Hamor. May 10, 1882. Together
mediately.
Gao. R. Fuller.
with a right of way for all purposes of a way
Southwest Harbor, Aug. 9,1907.
over Cleftstone road from Eden street to High
Brook road, and over Norman road, said
subscriber hereby gives notice that rights of way, however, to be used and held
he has been duly appointed executor of in common, with said Charles T. How, his
the last will and testament of
heirs and assigns, and all persons to whom
HARRIET BROPHY, late of CASTINE,
said Charles T. How has conveyed or may
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds convey similar rights.
being required by the terms of said will. All
And whereas, the condition of said mortpersons having demands against the estate of gage has been broken, now therefore, by reasaid deceased are desired to present the same son of the breach of the condition
thereof, I
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
requested to make payment immediately.
Lanqdon B. Wood.
Henry D. Brophy.
Dated at New York City this 81st div of
Fan-held, Me., Aug. 9, 1907.
July, 1907.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
in
and for said county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on the sixth day of Angust. in tbe year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
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Her Unselfishness.
i

>-

[Original]
Mrs. Elisabeth Day gave herself up
to benefiting others. Our benevolent
•cts are usually bestowed, first,on those
nearest and dearest to us: second, on
Close remote from ns. Mrs. Day followed this rule inversely.
She ex
pected thiise nearest and dearest tc
tier to do her legitimate work, while
•he benefited the larger number.
Her daughter Maud possessed a dis
position exactly the reverse. She sacri
Coed for those nearest and dearest to
feer. while her mother wag engaged In

I
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SORRENTO.

TREMONT.

Miss Clara Haskins and Miss Mabel
Robe, of'Rockport, Mass., visited friends
here last week.

The ladies' aid society will meet Friday
with Mra. George Wallace.

Mrs. Martha Pettee, Lottie Pettee and
Chpt. William Rice, of Birch Harbor, visited in town last week.
Miss Mabel Urann, who has been working here this summer, returned to her
home in East Sullivan Saturday.
in town | begin next
Miss Jeanette Hill, of

Schools

Monday,

2.
Machias,
teach the Cove school, and Miss
Helen B. Newenham, cf Rockland, will
teach the High Head school.

Sept.

ville, R. I., where Mr. Smith has a fine
position as principal of a grammar school.
J. VV. LMghton, former principal of th*
Central school, Ins been chosen principal
of the high school at Buckfleld.

UOIWTY
.»

j

Mrs. Belle Cleaves, who has been co
the bed for some time, is now abl
to sit up. out f r a *hort time en!y. Her
many fri^ad* nre iflal to learn thit. she
fined to

Mra. Watkins, of Beverly, Mass., is s 1
guest at the home of her uncle, Levi Rich.
Rev. W. R. Campbell, of Roxbury. i is improving.
Mass., preached in the Congregational
Mis* Margaret Koch bas returned from
church Sunday afternoon.
theC. E. summer s'hool, and will resume
The ladies’ail society lawn party, Tues- tier duties as pastor of th Baptist church
B.
day, August 20, at the home of Frank at Salisbury Cove.
Mitchell, waa well attended. The tables
SEDGWICK.
were well patronised, and the affair was a

success in every way.
The receipts werMiss h, A. Meyhew, of New York, is
$02.77. The society extended to Mr. end the guest of Mrs. 11. A. Small.
Mrs. Mitchell a hearty vote of thanks for
Miss Ethel Cobb, of Dorchester, Mass.,
their kindness, and the use of their
Last week Thomas Ewing, jr., of Yonis visiting btr untie, W. A. Pert.
also to Maurice Rich, whoentergrounds:
of
of
the
estate
The consequence kers, N. Y., purchased
general charities.
George C. Turner's family have returned
Frank Jones the water works, steamboat tained the company with graphophon- to their home in Somerville. Mass.
[Was that Maud's sacrifices, which wort
selections during the evening.
of
wharf and Preble's island for the sum
Teal ones, passed unnoticed and uri
Sttb 1. Smith, wife and little daughter,
An entertainment under the manageknown, while those of her mother |22,000. He is negotiating with parties to ment of Mrs. Fred
of Biuehill, \ tailed friends'herc laa. week.
Rich, for the b nelit ot
which were not real ones, gained her build a new wharf at once. This is of
Rev. A. J. Lord, of Meriden, Conn., was
The reputation of being one of the much interest to all interested in the of the Sunday school, was held Monday
a few days last
town<and will be of great benefit to the evening in the Congregational church. at the Phillips cottage
large.-t fiearted jrouicu lu the world.
'’You must give me up. Harry, d a:,' place as'a summer resort. Although Mr. The programme of readings, solos and week.
George Restall, of Lynnfield Center,
•aid Maud to her lover one evening Ewing's plans have* not been announced, choruses by summer guests and local
waa well rendered, and waa enjoyed
Mass., has been at Mrs. I'. M. Herrick’s
[when he had proposed for the seventh it is known that he has the best interests talent,
all.
The
church
waa
decfor a week.
prettily
“I feel that it is my duty to of the town at heart, as he has a fine sum- by
(time.
and thinks no place is orated with cut flowers and potted plants.
mer home here
Wtanil by mother.”
Dr. Hunt, of Bangor, drove into town
After
the
ice-cream
and
entertainment,
“While your mother stands by any quite as good as Sorrento.
Saturday in bis automobile, returning
were eerved on the lawn, which was
cake
one except you."
Aug. 26._T.
borne Sunday.
lighted by colored lanterns. Receipts
“Mother's unselfishness Is beautiThe George A. Fox show of kinetowere
over
SOUTH
BLCEH1LL.
$34.
ful"
i>ri| hs and specialties was here three
28.
L.
Aug.
“In what way do you stand by her?”
Mias Mattie Gnndle, of Surry, visited
nights last week.

will

■

__

“Well, you see. If mother had the care
of the family she wouldn't have time
|to do what she does for the world, an l
!l’m needed to relieve her of It. Now.
'If you were rich mother wouldn't oh
Ject. you kuow, because you eouhl
leupply her with nurses to look after
the children while she presided ar
Icharltable meetings and directed the
lefforts of the army of good workers.
fCbe's a sort of general."
“Every general is supposed to have
la body servant."
"1 don't know what you mean by

(that”
"You are doing work which your
[mother should do while she Is gratify*
ing her ambition.”
“Oh. Harry, you don't understand
'her at all! She la the mgpt unselfish
woman In the world."

Able. She loves you so well that she
Aspects yon to marry a rich man that
lie may provide her with means for
doing what she should do. There's
nothing to prevent her marrying the

Miss Beulah Eaton last week.

Ralph Bowden, of Boston, with four
Miss
friends, has been visiting his parents, O.
urday.

B. Bowden and wife.

makes way with In her own fashion.
Her daughter, who did her drudgery
Tor years, sees none of It and Mr. (lubberly very little.

GERTRUDE GOW4.N

Anna

Damon went to Boston Sat-

Dr. DavUs, of Philadelphia, supplied
pulpit of the First Baptist church

the

Sunday morning.

NKYWn.

CSkmi V,«i

kin

m

rn.

tit*
•

GOOD

BTONINGTOS.
J. L. Uosa and wife have gone to Dotcluster (or a week.
Mrs. Oliver Mills, ot Boston, ia visiting
brother, Sumner P. Mills.

her

Miss Mary Gorham returned to Dorches-

ter

Saturday.

Mrs. Black—Jane, has Mr. Black come
yet? I thought’ I beard him just
now.
Jane—No, mum. That was the dog
home

BUCKSPORT.

George Mnrphy and family visited in
Ellsworth last week.
A large aumber from here attended the
dance at Manaet Friday evening.
Arthur Moore and Miss Mary Xealley,
of Ellsworth, are visiting A. D. Moore and
wife.

son.

is

Miss Lida Murphy, of Cape Elisabeth,
spending a few weeks with relatives

here.

important change has been made in
Work is progressing finely on Mrs. Fandepartment at tbe seminary.
Miss Mildred Stone, of Bangor, has had ning's cottage. L. S. Springer has the concharge of this work tor several years. tract.
During the past year the number of pui. F. Coffin, of Brooklyn, X. Y., is here
pils has so increased that Miss Stone for a short stay. Hia family has been here
An

the mnsic

found it difficult to carry on her Bucksport classes in connection with her growing Bangor work, and resigned her position at the seminary. She is succeeded
by
Miss Ethel King, A. B., of Lewiston, a
graduate of Bates college, acd a teacher of
several years’ experience. She will make
her home at the seminary. There is
prospect of a large enrollment of students at
the seminary this fall.

several weeks.
Mrs. Kirk Buroford and family will
leave this week for their home in Cambridge, Mass.
L. F. Gott sailed has sloop Merry wing
boat race at Northeast Harbor Sat-

in the

urday, winning

the second

prise.
X. Y. Z.

Aug. 28.
BIRCH

HARBOR.

M. H. Winslow and wife
Cherry field.

are visiting in
SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.
Summer guests here laat Friday
Rev. W. H. Rice, who has been visiting
evening
gave an out-door concert for the benefit here, left for home Friday.
of the band. It was a
unique and pretty
Mrs. W. F. Davis, F. W. Coombs and
»9a>r. On the hotel lawn a
stage had Flossie Hancock returned this week from
been erected, the background and
wings a trip to Mac hia a.
being formed by evergreen.
Colored
rue aril reunion 01 tne nice family wee
lights illuminated the stage and grounds.
The following excellent programme was held here Aug. 21, on the original farm of
their ancestor, Jonas Bice, who came here
presented: Selection, South Brooksville
from Massachusetts and settled.
The
band; 8uaie's band, ten ladies; coon
celebrated the one hundredth
monologue, Mr. Bourne; song, Mr. Pal- gathering
of the event. Forty-eight of
mer; living pictures, "The Daisy,” an— anniversary
Louise French, "Queen Louise,” Mrs. his descendants were present. Had there
been more notice, no doubt there would
Gibbon, “The Jap,” Eveline Palmer, "The
have been a much larger number.
In a
Indian Maid,” Dorothy
Palmer; violin
solo, Mr. Whittelsey; recitation, Mr. tent not far from the site of the first log
Jones; selection, Gray’s trio; picture, cabin Jonas Bice built, tables were
bountifully spread. During dinner many
Sumner Mann; butterfly
dance, Miss
amusing stories were told. Lucy, widow
Louise French; cake walk, Mrs.
Gibbon,
of the second Jonas Bice, occupied the
Mrs. Sise, Mr. Whittelsey, Mr.
Jonse; seat of honor,
having the distinction of
song screen. Susie’s band was
composed baing the only surviving member of that
often ladies, with combs and drums as
generation. A ball game, croquet, swings
instrumenta. Net proceeds, $13.
and social chat furnished entertainment
for old and young. The family organised,
and it is proposed to make the reunion an
VERONA.
annual event. Rev. W. H. Rice was the
The annual camp meeting
opened Mon- only one present from out of town.
day with a good attendance. The meeting
C.
Aug. 24.
will be a week shorter than usual this
year, ending next Sunday.
ATLANTIC.
The Verona Land Co., at ate annual ! A party of eleven went on a buck board
meeting Friday, elected officers aafollows: ride tqldlewylde last Wednesday. It be(
President, A. F. Smith, Bangor; sins ing rather damp for an out-door dinner,
president and general manager, Sumner H. Mrs. Bowley kindly let them eat dinner
Nash, Bangor; clerk. Freeman W. Smith, on the veranda, and made coffee tor the
Rockland; treasurer, Peter Abbott, Ver- party.
ona.
The directors are:
A. F. Smith,
Schooner yacht Petrel, belonging to
Bangor; F. W. Smith, Rockland; L. D. the Boston yacht club, was in the harbor
Smith, Hartford, Conn.; Peter Abbott, one day last week, having been to EastVerona; and Bernice Calden, Or land. An port. She is owned by George A. and I
office building has been erected and avenHenry W. Morse, of Boston. She had on
ues have been cut
through the woods, board several guests, among them Fred
a
view of Penobscot bay and
affording
river. Logs are to be sawed out into lum- MacNiel, of Calais, and Mr. Langdon, of
ber, and new cottages built. There will New York.
also be a new stable.
8.
Aug. 23.

growling.
EDEN.
The greatest ornament of an illustrious
The schools in town will begin
life is modesty and humility, w'hich go a
Sept. 18.
great way in the character even of the Only three of the old teachers return.
most exalted princes.
E. E. Smith and Miss Inez Hamor visThe most successful in the social world
rarely have tremendous talents. If they
bad, it is likely they would desert the social for either the artistic or the industrial
world.

ited friends at East Or land and Ellsworth
a few days laat week.

Tell me a man’s use of money and his
method of squiring money, and I’ll tell
you what kind of a man he is. Gold is
tried vith the touchstone, but men are
tried with gold.—Ret. W. D. Brad field.

Wednesday, Aug. 28, Ernest E. Smith
and Miss Inez Hamor, of Salisbury Cove,
were married.
The ceremony was quiet.
The couple left immediately lor Harris-

Mrs. Bridgman, who baa been
visiting
her sister, Mrs. George Richards, has returned to her home in Boston.

a

Mon Can Over-

Every Ohstaele, Conquer
Every Difficulty
r“35&y?^rrr-,
come

Ayers,

it. L.

of

Csmbridge, Mass., will
uew building

open a harness shop in the
ot F. 8. Warns.

Crockett has bought the rtaiof Cspi. William Colby, and will

Puilip
ill nee

about 0*1. 1.

move in

Mis* Caro Parker and Miss Nellie Eaton
will give

a

select dauce in the

opera house

Ylies.lay evening, Aug. 27.
Weiiiugion Clay, of Bluchill, is employed by tbe lien venue Co., and is boarding at Mrs. Poster Hamblen’s.
The artesian well bored last year on tbe
Brnvenue quarry did not prove a success,
and

they

arc

now

building

a

Urge

reser-

voir.
Miss Hauls, clerk aud typewriter in the
office ol John L. (Jose, ia taking her annual vacation.
Miss Cbarlotts Green ia

Uking

her

place.

H nry

Ealou, ot Springfield, Mass.,
wi.h bu wife, ia viaiting relatives here,
a ol will spend a faw weeks at tbe old
Eaton homestead.
E.

Warren fnd wife will leave
their home in Beattie,
Wash. The many blends they have made
since coming to this town much regret
their departure.
Elmer

to-day

to make

_

Tbe body ol Mr*. John McCarthy, ol
Bangor, born Mary Collins, o< this place,
was brought hen Monday for interment.
John Sewell Waaaon died at the home of
his brother, Lorin S. Wasson, Sunday,
aged forty-nine years. He came here
from Boston a few days ago for the benefit
of his health. He leaves a wife and one

DIGESTION

H'iM Cooti Digestion

Miss Bean, ol Providence, K. I., ia tbe
guest ol Mrs. Sumner P. .Mills.
Mrs. Pratik Merril, of Blue hill, is spending tot week wkh Mrs. Aduie Merrill.

Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson, of Cbelaer,
Mass., are visiting their son, Eugene Fer>
Mrs. Nolan and two children and sister guson and family.
At Kockland on Thursday the annuel
A. W. Penney, clerk in the 12averl.ni
went to Rockland Saturday.
field day ot tbe uniform rank Knights of
L. H. Sibley has gone to Boston on busiwith
hi*
is
Lit
office,
wife,
visiting
poet
Mra. Carrie Stineon is visiting her
ness.
He wit accompanied by Elsie and
Pylbus was held. Btoningtou company
father, J. W. Penney.
Mrs. Sarah Webster.
had twenty-Bve members present. George
Frank Sibley, who have been spending mother,
The ladies’ public improvement society
Frederick Lerrabee, of Boston, arrived
A very is captain, Thomas S. Geyer Brat
the summer here.
a
baked
bean
Riverwill have
supper at
1 land View Saturday night.
lieutenant, D. J. Noyes second lieutenant.
Misses Ida and Alice Stodder, of Som- at the
side ball Tuesday evening.
Mra. Allie Blackwell, of East Boston, is
They returned home Friday reporting the
erville, Maas., and Miss Anna King, of
and mother, who are visit- time of their lives.
Elmer
Dodge
Weston, Mass., are spending a few weeks visiting her cousin, Mrs. C. E. Haskell.
ing relatives in Btooklin, called on
at C. B. Henderson's.
Franklin Hardy came from Bar Harbor
Capt. L?vi K. SUnsou, after a long and
| friends here one day last week.
C.
Aug. 26.
painful illoeaa, died at hia home Aug. 23.
Thursday and returned next day to his
Mr*. Field., who hu ben *t T. BoardCapt. Stinson was one of onr oldest masyacht Admiral.
man’, ■ few week., returned to her bom. ter mariners and had
BAR HARBOR.
spent many yean on
A party ot fourteen came from Ocean
in Dorchester, Miu., Saturday.
tbe sea. He retired from that business a
L E. Kimball baa sold the Lynam hotel viUe Friday to oall on Mrs. Mary J. Hardy
Georg. Freetbey, o( Dorcbeiter, Mai*., few years ago. He leaves a widow, two
and cottages, recently purchased by him, and to enjoy a picnic.
of this place, arrived with hit sons and one daughter.
He was one of
to Dr. C. C. Morrison. This property is
Misses Julia and Anna Thompson have formerly
bride Wednesday tor a few week, at a family of nine children and only one
the highest land on Mt. Desert street, and returned to Philadelphia from the TanTraveler’, Home.
brother remains.
Ha was a member of
one o1 the moat desirable lots in the vilglewood cottage.
H.
Belie nee lodge, F. end A. M., also ot Pine
Aug. 28.
lage.
J. M. Ellis and daughter. Mrs. Willie
Tree chapter, R. A. M., and tbe council.
widow
o(
Abraham Scott, Mis* Bessie Scott, Grade
BASS HARBOR.
Levina,
Lowe, and
Funeral service# were held at tbe Congndied
after
a
Leland,
Thursday,
long Chi nee y Hutchinson went to the launchJames Benson killed a large porpoise letioual church Sunday, the order# to
illness of cancer. She leaves three sons— ing at Rockland Saturday.
last week.
which he belonged attending in a body.
Elvin, Everett and Eugene, and two
Aug. 28.
H.
Lewis Gott baa gone to Portland in the
Nihil.
Aug. 2t.
Leland
and
Mrs.
daughters— Miaa|Angie
schooner Lillian.
Clifton Day, wife and two children, of
Somerville, Mass., a re* visiting his mother,
Mrs. Cbsrles Ferrin.

rich man herself. She's a widow.”
“Yon are very unjust Mother has
no Idea of marrying, and. above all
things, she wonld not let wealth Influ
Lena Babb. Funeral services were held
•nee her In her choice. Her natore Is
Saturday.
far above that."
It waa a year after this dialogue that
Mrs. Pay announced to her daughter
BLl'EHILL FALLS.
that she was about to marry a millionA. B. Conary is ill.
aire. The news spread, anil Harry
Schooner Waldron Holmes is at the
Ashurst heard It. The same evening he
wharf loading for Allen Bros.
was with Maud.
“Sweetheart.” he cried, “is the gloriStephen Chat to, of Granite, visited his
son and daughter here^last week.
ous news true?
Is your mother en
B. H. Candage, of Massachusetts, is at
igaged to olil Cnhberly Y*
"She is.”
home for his* annual vacation of two
“And yon will new"—
weeks.
“Mother says she'll need me more
Mrs. Mertie Perkins, of Lowell, Mass.,
than ever."
is spending a short time with her father,
“What do you mean? Didn't she Alvin Friend.
rwish yon to marry a rich man that he
Aug. 28. _Crumbs.
might provide sen-ants to take care of
her children while she"—
Melba on Breathing.
“Please don't talk so. nnrry. Mother
I cannot too forcibly insist that the
is a truly l-eautlful character. She mere possession of a lovely voice iB only
says Mr. Cnbberly Is to give her con- the basis of vocal art. Nature occasiontrol of his income, anil she's going to ally startles one by the prodigality of her
spend It all on,the poor.”
gifts, but no st udent has any right to ex“Now, see here, Maud, this Is the last pect to sing by inspiration, any more than
time I'm going to ask yon to marry an athlete may expect to win a race beme. Either fix it np \Vlth your mother cause he is naturally fleet of foot.
now or give me np."
Methods of breathing, “attack,” and the
This decision had lta effect, an.l use of the registers, must all be
perfectly
Mand pleaded with her mother to he understood by the successful singer, who
permitted to marry the man of her should likewise be complete master of all
choice. The mother coldly told her to details relating to the structure and use of
ido as she pleased. Harry turned the those parts above the voiee box, and be
tide In his own favor, and mother and convinced of the necessity of a perfectly
daughter were married about the same controlled chest expansion in the productime.
tion of tone.
“Harry, mid the yonng wire one
ror peneci
singing, romm urewmiug,
day, “I've just been over to mother's. strange as it may sound, is even more
It's perfectly regal over there—splen- eeeential than a beautiful voice. No matdid bouse, rich furniture, lots of serv- ter how exquisite the vocal orgat may be,
ants.”
its beauty cannot be adequately demon“1 thought the Income was to go to strated without proper breath control.
the poor.”
Here is one of the old Italisn secrets which
“Of course she must keep up the many singers of to-day wholly lack, bemode of living to which her husband cause they are unwilling to give the necesbas been accustomed—for him, you
sary time for the full development of
know.”
breathing power and control. Phrasing,
"How mueb goes to charity?”
tone, resonance, expression, all depend
“I don't know. Mother's forte was
upon respiration.
She’s a
lu directing others.
# always
great organiser. What she could do
You needn't pick up any worries. You
by merely giving would be a mere ran get them anywhere as you go along.—
trifle compared with what she does as tire. A. D. T- Whitney.
an administratrix.”
She—Been married eight years, eh?
"Are yon sore she has the control of Have they any children? He—No; their
her husband's Income?”
cook objects to children.
“Yes, I am. But I don't think he
The very essence ol truth is plainness
likes it as well as be thought be would. and brightness; the darkness and crookI ore-heard him talking to her very edness are our own.—Milton.
unkindly.”
We view the world
itb- our own eyes,
each of us, and we make from within us
“What did be say?”
see.— THackery.
world
which
we
the
“Why. be said that—I don’t like to
A nation is not to find its support and
repeat bis awful words.”
permanence in real estate, but in men—
"Come, sweetheart, out with It.”
been
a
to
fool
and men only.
“He said that he’d
make some agreement or other.”
Tourist—What do the people round here
her
“About his Income going through
live on, Pat? Jarvey— Pigs, sorr, mainly;
hands to the poor?”
and tourists in the summer.
“How did you know that?"
Our grand business is not to see what
nrt?”
“Why do you
lies dimly in the distance, but to do what
what
he did lies clearly at hand.—Carlyle.
“Because that's Just

W
“Anything more?”
"Whet’s a moneyduct?"
“Same at an aqueduct, only money
goes through It instead of water.”
“Well, be said the moneyduct bad
got stopped up.”
But nothing of this has ever reached
Che world. Mrs. Day still presides at
meetings, still organises new charitable associations and religiously gives a
tenth of her husband's Income of 1100,000 a year to the cause. The rest she

NORTH DEER ISLE.

*.ufuitmnl

OAK POINT.
Cheater Qrindle left Sunday tor Boston,
where he has employment.

^^^IdR.

*

H. T. LKCKIE

R. T. LECKJE, Keuo, Mist
*
writes:
••1 write to UU you of the great b»ne.
flte-Uiat Parana has accomplished for
tn«.
It bee cured me of caiarrh and
seemingly ell the other Ills that 1 was
subject to.
•*/ tan ant anything before me and
digest anything 1 eat. Physically I ant
a new man.**
With weak or deranged digestion, the
source of strength and
vitality is impaired, the uerreaata weak, the Mood
circulates feebly.
No mi le eapabls of thinking ac-

MR-

curately or doing anything vigorously

wbila Buffering with Indigestion.
To rid the stomeeh of catarrh will

prod nee clean, healthy

morons mem-

branes end thus earraot the digestion.
Perunn hue the reputation the world
over for doing thie very thing. A course
of Am promptly and completely
sets She dlgettlre organa at their trap

and liberal patronage are greatly appreelated. The efficient president of tbs
dob is Mm. G. H. Fernald, who baa served
several yean in that office. The proceeds
of the sale amounted to some (300.
9.
Aug. 19.

George W. March, of Boston, eras here
short mention recently.
OTIS.
George J. Alley went to Northeast HarBenjamin Stanley, with a party from
bor Saturday on business, returning Sun- Brewer, stopped over Sunday at Flood's
day.
pond, guests at Edgar Kemick's.
Charles Whitcomb, David Salisbury,
Capt. Palmer Seavey is at home fora
short visit with his mother, Mra. Susannah George Jordan, J»., of Etlaworth Fills,
were at their farms here Sunday.
Alley.
Mra. Maria Haynes, with little son, is
William Grover, of banger, who has
visiting her parents, George Foss and been very ill, and is now convalescing, is
at the home of hU brother, E. L. Grover,
wife, at Hancock.
on a

Mra. Gertrude March and three daughters, of Boston, visited friends and relatives here recently.

fora while.
Mies

Blanche

Moat., haa

Kincaid, of Waltham,

returned

home after

a

vacation

Ralph Leland, who is quartermaster on of two weeks spent here with her father,
the steamer Samoaet, was at borne last Albert Kincuid.
week on a short vacation.
Mies Morey, of Bangor, niece of WilRalph Haynea and wife have returned liam Morey, of Sew York, was s guest
to Waltham, Maas., after a vacation of here for e week with tbe family, w hick is
two weeks at bis old home.
summering here.
Viola, daughter of Henry Salisbury, of
Mrs. Mildred Cowan and daughter
Josephine, who have been at Ledgerock Brewer, returned borne Saturday, after
spending her vacation here with ner
cottage, retured to Lawrence Thursday.
W. Johnson and wife.
Howard Bartlett, wife and two sons, grandparents,
Mrs. Peter Anderson end daughter .Urns,
who have been viaiting J. H. Galley, ham
returned to their home in Roslindale, of Bar Harbor, have been at Mr. Anderson's boyhood home, now occupied by
Maas.
for u fortnight.
Mra. Josephine Kline, Mrs. Bertie Dow Wallace Tibbetts and wife,
Mr*. Mary E. Kincaid, of Ellsworth
and daughter, and Mias Eleanor Kingman
when to Seal Harbor with Emerson Ladd Phils, made a visit of a week with her son
Albert and grandchildren, Blanche and
on hia launch for a short
outing.
Howard Kincaid, at their cottage at Beech
David Marshall and
Maurice
wife,
Marshall and wile, Emerson Ladd and Hill pond.
Davis
Aug. 38.
wife, of Beal Harbor, Mrs. Grace

Baglay,

of Hampden, and Mias Em A.
Ladd, of
Onawa, were guests of Mrs. Fred L,

Murch last week.
Aug. 28.

PLCTaBCH.

NOR1H FRANKLIN.
Claude Clark
over

was

up from Bar Harbor

Sunday.

EASTBROOK.
John E. Delltyir, who ha* been at
home through the summer, will return to
Massachusetts this week.
Sidney Jordan, who has been here thi*
summer, will retorn to Jamaica [’lain,
Haas., this week. His wile and baby

Dorothy will go later.
Harry W. Rowe, who has been preaching ben through the summer, ha*
Miaa Verna Lawrie came home from Bar returned to
Troy, where he »iil teach
Harbor Friday.
He "ill M
school again this winter.
Miaa Marion ChUer ia viaiting her uncle, greatly missed, tor he has the intereat ot
Fred Clark, at Sullivan.
the people ben at heart, and has left do
summer
Guy Butler, with his backboard and stone unturned to make the
month* he has been here pleasant. 3*
bo nee, ia employed by Eddie Pullen.
superintendent and teacher m the Sunday
Miaa Nancy Dyer ia at home from school he has labored hard to make n»
Waterville, when she has been to have success. Sunday night, being his»chooi
night hen, then was a Sun dm
her eyes treated.
concert which proved to the many peopi*
Everett Tracey and wife and Mn. Ethel present that he ha* worked hard.
Clark attended the Foresters’ picnic at
GE1I'_
Aug. a».
Sullivan Wednesday.
iDnjrrtisrauruu
Mn. Mary Woodworth and childnn
Mn. Laura Butler ia boarding with Mn.
Don AbbotL

have returned from Gouldsboro,
they have been viaiting.

where

Mn. Lettie Fullerton and childnn. who
have been visiting her pannts, A. C.
Hooper and wife, thia summer, have returned to Ellsworth.
Aug. 26.
f

Stopped his
Dizziness

Steep Fell*, Me, July 3'. I9o6‘
-I have need the true ‘L. F.' Bitter*
and reExtenaive repairs an being made on the for constipation and dizziness
MANSET.
ceived much benefit from them- be‘"K
school house. Fred Steele ia foreman.
almost entirely cured from dizziness,
Report of the death of Capt. James
beThis ia the beat season ever known for with which I was
Parker appears elsewhere in this issue.
greatly afflicted
laleatord. All cottages are open, and both fore I need the
Bessie T. Moore arrived Sunday from hotels are
^ ^
nearly full.
Bangor, where she has been employed
Mn. C. A. Webb, of
ia
Bangor,
spendthrough the summer.
People who use “L F.” Atwood’*
ing a few weeks ben. Mn. Webb ia the
Bitters
regularly, never suffer the
Mrs. Martha Btockbridge is spending a originator of the famous laleatord
candy. nesses that come from a deranged ^
few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. B. T.
The annual sale by the Thimble club
and
tem.
Dollivrr.
Stomach, liver and bowels
was held at the church
c
Aug. 17. This aale
blood are kept in a condition of P^r'
Mrs. Josie Dorr and two children, of Or- is not only an occasion which
brings large
me n
land, are visiting her parents, Fred Tor- financial naulte, but ia a social event healthfulness by this useful
family r ,e
which almost the entire summer
rey and wife.
colony They are the standard
Mad.
attend. Their generous contributions At
Aug. 26.
your dealers, 35c.
>

ISLE8FORD.

_

Bitter^

